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OX•WORD

This final report was prepared by the Research and Technology Operations

of the Aarojet-General Corporation, Sacramento, California, under US"i Contract _

h 04(6n)-fl608.

The work was administered under the direction of the Air Force Rocket

Propulsion Laboratory, Motor Development Branch, Edwards Air Force Base,

California, with Captain E. M. Schneider and Lieutenant D. Zorich acting as

project engineers.

L. M. Swope was the project manager and R. P. Radtke was the major

jInvestigator for this program. Contributions to the experimental effort were )
made by P. Booker, P. Dangel, R. Kreun, E. Spencer, J. Hoffman, R. Cobb,

R. Knapp, W. Walker, C. Gracey, B. Baker, H. Effron, and T. Eckert. Technical I

direction was provided by Drs. E. Rudy and S. Windisch. U
The gasnucript was released in August 1968 for publication as an Air

Force Fropulsion Laboratory Technical Report. (

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved.

Lt. D. Zorich
Project Engineer
Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory
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C) ABSTRACT

��) Aie purpose of this program was to develop two thermal-shock-resistant

etomposite carbide system that could be reliably used with high-flame-temperature

solid rocket propellants. The selected systems were (1) a microcomposite

consisting of a tatalum/hafnium monocarbide end tantalum/hafnium alloy, and

(2) a tantalum-carbide coated, tantalum carbide/graphite hypereutectic.

Fabrication procedures were developed, and ambient and elevated tempera-

ture properties were. characterized for both the microcomposite and TaC-C hyper-

eutectic systems. The composites were evaluated for thermal shock and chemical

corrosion resistance in a hyperthermal environmental simulator using subscale

inserts. The TaC-C composite exhibited outstanding thermal shock resistance,

while the microcoi•posite showed excellent corrosion resistance.

Scale-up of the fusion casting of the TaC-C hypereutectic composite to

produce 4.2-in.-dia by 3.0-in.-long billets was demonstrated. Two solid pro-

pellant motor firizn using 65000? propellant were conducted on nozzles
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- SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of the Advanced Composite Carbide

Nozzles Program conducted under Contract AY 04(611)--11608 and is organized

S] into the five basic areas of work: (1) development of aicrocomposite,

(2) development of tantalum carbide, lined-tantalum carbide tcarbon hypereutectic

) composite, (3) thermal-shock-resistance evaluation, (4) csmical corrosion

evaluation, and (5) demonstration firing tests.

A primary objective of this program wid to develop thermal-shoc-.%-

- ) resistant composite carbides that can be reliably used as solid rocket nozzle
inserts to successfully withstand solid :ocket propellants having high flaze

temperatures (+6800*F) at a chamber pressure of 700 psi.

- A. SIGNIFICANT FACTORSS)
The twv most significant factors that influence the development

and performance of carbide rocket noszles are (1) material composition and

(2) thermal shock resistance.

- 1. Material C2osition

-) Composite carbides for rocket nozzle applications must incor-

porate a ductile matrix to increase thermal shock resistance and a carbide

phase to provide high temperature capability. On this basis, consideration

must be given to the following factors:

a. Only the monocarbides of tantalum, hafnium, and mixtures

of the `wo have high enough mlting points to withstand propellant fl a1

temperatures in excess of 6800*1.

K Page I
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1,0 A,, Significant Factors (cont.)

b. *the ductile phase within the carbide matrix must be

6dleally and metallurgically stabl. Low melting temperature phaese@ most(

sot foau by reaction of tecarbide structure with the ductile matrix. In

ea?17 proprme throughout the Irdustry, this problem of internal reactions ('
resulted In the failure of carbide composites.

C. The raw materials must not be cointaminated, Impurities

co reduce the malting temperatures of the high-temperature phases of the

compsites aswell as inhibit the formatiou of desirable micros tructures.* In _,

addition, Impurities inhibit sinterin~g and thus reduce the subsequent strength

of the fabricated Insert. ~_

.2. Thermal Shock Resistance Factors (

mneseively high strasses created by differential thermal expansion imposed

by thermal Theaet cuthbei hc resistdbyeastce of a plasteia l ot. mThersa

prope"t but ii dependent oncomlex Interilt"IWO-shi0PO but*j O aera

properies =4h Ito anviroient. As a. result, the thermal sh~ock resistance of

caosIts bodies cannot be clearly defined. A rnumber o'f Investigators have

stvUied tbereal shock and have established thermal shock and property relation-

ships. Although these relationsipe cannt be determined with high reliabil.ity,

dote ite som conrelation of thermal shotk relatlonships vi" "%armal shock

A ~ tests.

Page(2
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I, A, Significant Factors (cont.)

Boland Md Walton (Raference 1) reviewed the subject of

thermal shock and listed the five thermal chock parameters most frequently

used:

St

a1E

where

•-) a thermal shock resistance index

S *strength

- lier thernal expansioncoefficient

(' ) j, Poisso n's rato
- * thermal conductivity

-) a - tnemal diffuu ivity a K
wher ec-peific heat

S - - densitt

S)
The prpertie of teile stre th, module, and thermal

exp~ansio��re the ieat tinilficant properti i, appeant g in all fie of the

relatioahipe. thoueha conductivity a rs in omly three of the relatioship.
S• it. taortanc in establishing the thermal gradient ai iy also a very sig-

aificmnt property. Poisson's ratio, density, and specific heat ca lead to a

7) better propterlila, but ais of tleser istort .nce.

--)

K) Pagle 3
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16 A. 8Id1.iicMt Factors (coint.)

For rocket nozzle applications, It is desirable to doewiop -

!oWslow with big% teusile strength because thermal shock cracking generally()

Wlelteswlu tesinio. rhe modulus of elasticity of the compoeite should be as

low as possible to allow elas tic deformation during the period of high thermally()

iadod stress gradients. fte development of compoites with low thermal

epshsl proprties nrualts In a lover level of tensile stress n~ the cold()

material then for a high expansion material with the sams temperature gradient

pistile. A ripAw its with high thermal conductivity ~idumixes the thermal.-

pedieat probies which could create critical tensIle otreeses an outside-

4aM~bter of nozzle Inserts. (

I . OOMPOSITS MATERMA SKLKCTI(O _

?be cmoeIte satorialn evaluated during this pro-ramwr

selected from previous "A a Aerojet. ThswrC)ae ht opst

materials consisting of a metal phase and a carbide phase or graphite and a

cuIrbift phase have good potential for ressouably. good thermal shock resistance

at low t __ratures. and at the saw tim maintaining refractory properties at

firing temeratures. The metal phase prz:vdea low-temparature ductility and

reistance to the propagation of cracks. Likewise, the grapthitt phase provides (_

resistaiace to track prop~gatita. The carbide phase provides the high-t*esr-ature

properties, A brief discussion of the two systems is as follow: )

1. Mirsrcua !??ts!t

The sicrostructural composte is based upon the Ta-Hf- C phase

diagram developed by Aerojet (Rafertece 2) see Figure 1- Phase equilibria in)

he Ta-Rf-C s*"tea show that at the comoitica ~range near lt0Ua50O!1f *mna-

*W4M/~ ot 37 to 40 ttZC, there ise cbIic~a compatibility betwvon metal K
*3uoy sd refractory snacearbide over a wide temperatuare rane, AT to 1650%

(331 V). to addition, the sconoerbide at this compmtion btc"C)

Ps"e 1)1
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I, 5, Comosirte material Selection (c€t.)

disproprtinoate on cool~i below approximately 2000C and the metal alloy )
pzeclpitatee within te cuibide grains. The shifting equilibrium, shown by

the eshtfti of the %eamuary line separating the monocarbide and the two phase

(6 + S) ems be saw by comparing Figure 2 and Figure 3, which are isothermal

outla at IMoC and 2000C (3632U).

go= reheating of the microcomposite, the metal alloy phase

b~n~ a &a�p•r:.ug ]•pbh by Inverting to the monocarbide phase because of j
the increased solubility of the carbide for the metal phase. This phase rela-

dtLhip also occurs in the bafnium-carbon binary system. The increasing

solubility of hafsiLt in the monocarbide on heating from ambient to 2360"C can

be seen in Figure 1. Figure 4 is tt &et of photoodcrographa typical of this

concept and Ahows the moet desirable two-phase composite structure as well as

the single-phase sticture resulting from heating above 22000C (4000",). %

2. Tantalutm-Carbide-Lined ereutectic Cmosite

TThe hypereutectic compoeite system consists of a high-density,

thin-tantala• •or.a.bida (salting teperat.•re approximately 3950C or 7150"F)

liner formed in situ on a tantalum carbideigraphite hypereutectic substrate,

this subetrate posassses good thermal shock resistance, has a minimaum meltiag

point of 3444*C (6230°V) (Reference 2), and has a thermal expimsion that is

compa•ible with that of the liner. The hypereutactic structure is characterized -Y

by dispersed graphite flakes in the wmocarbidc-graph.Utt eutectic matrix

rate 6

7-7 -7 _ 7117-7
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U

i)

0

7•)

Figure 4. Typical Microstructure of Two-Phase Composite Carbide Hf-C3) ~Matrix and Hf Metal (W~hite Region~s) Which Changes on Heating
above 2200*C (4000*F) to a Stable Solid Solution Hf-C (Top)
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0

Black Striated Regions iOOX ( )
are edges of graphite flakes

Figure 5. Typical Microstructure of Tantalhu' C(.rbide/Graphite ()
Hypereutectic Structure (Meit-Form-ed at 3500°C)
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(7 SECTION II

SUMHARY

A. DEVELOPME OF HICWCWMOSITE

) "1. Development of Fabrieation Procedures

( ) Tantalum, hafnium, tantalut6-monocarbide, and hafnium-

monocarbide powders were the starting materials for the microcomposite system.

Six material compositions (18Ta-45Hf-37C, 13Ta-50Hif-37C, 8Ta-55Hf-37C,

l3Ta-47Hf-40C, lOTa-5OHf-40C, and 5Ta-55Hf-40C) were investigated along with

S) two starting material metal ratios. Specimens were fabricated by hot pressing

with varying sintering temperatures, times, cooling rates, and pressures to

obtain the desired structures.

) It was determined that density increased with time at tempera-

-) tvre and a significant decrease in density occurred with increasing tompersture

as a result of carburization. Some latitude was found in the hot-press condi-

\) tions required to produce the desired microcomposite microstructure from the

three compositions containing 37 atC. The hot-press temperature can vary from

) 2500 to 2700*C for pressing durations between 5 and 15 minutes. A relatively

fast cooling rate, 500"C/minute, developed the desired fine needle-shaped

metal alloy precipitation. Slow cooling rates, 50 to 100*C/minute, resulted

in consolidation of the metal phase into both spherical and large needle shapes.

-, Heat-treated was found to agglomerate the needle-shaped metal alloy precipi-

tate. The three compositions with nominal 40 atZC contained no 'xetal alloy

phase.

2. Katerial Properties Characterization

Flexural strength, modulus of elasticity, density, and metal-

alloy phase development were determined for the six microcomposite compositions,

SApplying th- criteria for optim=m thermal shock characteaistics which favor

IP

S....... . . .... . ..... .. a g. 1 1
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SIA, ulqm0 of Hicrocaqposite (cant.)

%I steqt SOd Umw soduluae of elasticity, two compositions, JU-55Rf-37C

ad~ OU-MM-3Ct, ware chosen for elevated temeraturye properties, thermal

iti mu dwecal cot.osion dhwacterisation. The elevated temperature tests

ddw" d tt dwese fto c~ompitioa had flexure strengths considerably higher

dme %%mse reported for msoncerbides. The thermal expansion and difflusivity

dsta mwi comparable to dhe usoocarbides.)

3. MUGL"M OF TANTALUMI CAU1D2 LIUI-TANTALtM CARBIDE/CAfl4I

1. Deeg fFarction Proeue

The fabrication process utilized to produce the hypereutectic

carbi"e eamosite vas a fusion and drop-casting technique. Fabrication proce- '_

bigm ! UM devel*We for four cuaqioitios (80 v/o T&C-20 via C, 70 v/o Tac-

30 via C, 60 v/a TaC-40 v/a C, and 50 Y/o TaC-5O v/o C). In initial scale-up

steiesci l.5-in.-dia by 3.0-in.-loug billets were producei. Final scale-up was

to a bllet *ise of 4.2 in. dia by 3.0 in. long. A diffusion process for

forming a TaC Liner on a T&C-.C hypereutectic substrate was demonstrated.

2. Ma4terial TrPEwrtiem Characterization

Amientmad elevated temerature testing was conducted on I
of elme dely6creased w th ncreaing cazbox content. Testrength o ie

cositiWo a the sam test temperature could be corrslated with the morphology()

at th to f~kss.Flakes that azo thin, short, and evenly dispersedar

~cteive to h~igher strength. The thermal expmanion characteristic~s closely

Mfmolsd the expamlon b.e&avior for tantalumsimoocsrbi14. (

Page 120
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() II, Sumary (cont.)

7) C. TERAL SHOCK AND CHQEMCAL CORERSION EVALUATIONS

Thermal shock resistance and ;remical corrosion trts were con-

ducted in a Hypercherma~l Environmmntal f1wuaatcr (lIES) at high cold vall heet

flux levels (2800 to 4400 Btu/ft2 /sec) on two aicrocosposite compositions and

on various TaC-C hypereutectic composit4 ons. Both microcomposite coefoItions

underwent fine thermal stress crackinq; the 8Ta-55Uf-37C composition had better

) • thermal shock resistance than the e's-54Hf-38C composition. The hypereutectic

composites had outstanding thermal slock resistance. Cracking was observed in

only one specimen which was fouid to be of eutectic composition. The carbide

S) composites were compared to G-9g graphite in the chemical-corrosion tests.

The two microcomposite cwiposi tion were equal in resistance to attack and the

( ) surface regression rates were considerably lover than the G-90. The TaC-liued

hypereutectic composites were apprc-iuately the sme as the G-90 graphite. The

better performance of the microcamposite rsan attributed to the formation of a

higher melting oxide, HfO2 , on the flame surface of the microcomosite in

) comparison to the OTa 205 formation on the hypereutectic.

D. FA•RCATICH OF NOZZLE IDSERTS AND MWNSTRATIOtN FIRING TESTS

Five approximately 4.2-in.-dia by 3-in.-long nozzle inserts were

) fabricated: two microcomposites, by hot pressing and three hypnreutectics by

casting. The first microcomposite insert cracked during hot-pressing. TheN. , secood insert cracked during machining vhich was probably due to the existence

of microcracks or high residual stresses during cooldovn. Two hypeoeutectic

- inserts were fabricated, and the third was sectioned for laborstory examination.

Two solid propellant motor firings were conducted tsing the AWRPL 36-in.-

nominal-iu•ds. dis char motor to 4emmiatrate the performance of the TaC-C hyper-

Y- eutectic system. The nossle assemb)3- *or the first motor had a segmented throat

insert. DuriAg test firing, the aft segoent of the throat was ejected at

K) 38 sec. 7he poetfirs analysis attributed failure to woven material loss which

<ii) Page 13
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V6. be 1*ct Onf 3=2z1e IMOMtt and Demonstration Firing Tests (=ot.)

tsdgmd 12 bucklif nd- ejection of the segmet. In the second nozzle, a

_40le'plef -threat wa swmceat~ly test fired for 43 sec. The propellant (
bw -a MW*V tbeceetical flow temperstue and the chamber pressure was 750 psi.

The 94eOSaiOR rats (1.06 oil/sec) at the throat vas very low and

da al bxk esistaw was excellmst. This firing demontrated a significentf

a~'me Ina sCarbide techmolovy for rycket applications and verified the

potential of TCO-C hyperwatectic composites for higb-,perforuuice, solid

ftge 14 0

01
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( ~ SECTION III

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

A. TASK 1-DEVELOPMW OF MIC]OCOMPOSITE

"f •) The objective of this work was to investigate the relationship of

material and processing variables on phase configurations, to develop a fabri-

( . cation technique suitahla for scale-up, and to characterize mechanical and

therral properties at ambient and elevated tauperstures.

1. Starting Material Characterization

Tantalum, hafnium, tantalum monocarbide, hafnium monocarbide,

and graphite powdars were the starting materials fur the Microcomposite. The

sources of material were: tantalum and hafnium powders-Wah Chang Corporation;

tantalum carbide-We, Chang Corporation and Kovecki Chemical Corporation;

hafnium carbide-produced at Aerojet; and graphite powder, Grade GP-48--carbon

Products Division, Union Carbide Corporation.

a. Preparation of Hafnium Carbide

Hafnium carbide was produced by the carbothersic reduction

of hafn•_um dioxide. The carbotheraic reaction was conducted in a 100-kw Heraeus

high vacuum induction furnace. Because of the high temperature thermodynamic

stability of the Hf-O-C complex, high vacuum degassing at 2200% was required to

reduce the partial pressure of the evolvead CO to bring the reaction to covwle-

tion. Processing for approximately 8 hr at 2200C reduced the CO evol,:tion,
* -5and a final vacuum of I x 10 torr was 2chieved, resulting in an essentially

oxygen-free carbide.

aPage
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U!, A, Task 1.-aevelopmeot of Hicrocoq~oeite (cont.)

The first grinding of a batch of HfC for 12 hr by

IMPU carbido'ball milling with a carbon tetrachloride =dIum resulted in
am tact*&* 14 the oxygen content ftrom 69 to 3066 ppm. Results of a grinding

Stol show" that a mialmomi of 4 hr of ball-milling was required to cominute

a&l the RfC to a particle slae finer than 44 microns. The oxygen content

InexsmWn~ detriammtally trom 69 to 4380 ppa.

Dry grinding in anagate mortar wes also evaluated as an
apeftant Lethod for producing emall batchee of low-oxygen-content carbide for

th atczriqcampete development work. This resulted in the oxygen content

lnswinSn trom 69 to 268 ppm, which wgas satisfactory for developing the aicrc-

coua"Ite, but approached the saxinm allowable content. Ball-milling the

carbde to the required particle air* distribution, followed by r high vacuum

dqmsaning at 2200% in the Heraeus induction furnace, vas selected as the beat

approach. The batches of es-produced HfC were blended together, ba.11-milledi

for 12 h- to produoý# an averag particle size loes than 10 micronur., and vacutum(

hpgssed at 2200*C. final grinding was canduzted in an Inert atmaphere glove-boic.

b. Results of Characterization Tests*

The following characterization tests were condiucted

ca the starting viteriute:

AwayossMaterial

Chemical
a. Total carbon TaC-., RfC
b. Free carbon ToC, HfC -

C. Oxygen To, Hf, TcC, HfC)
d. Spectrographic C, Ta, 1Hf. TaC, !4EC, HfO 2

p4rticde eta* C, Ta, Hf, TaC, HfC

2-rawy diffraction T&C, HEC

1W W~lmof thTest procedurea s ed throuoou.t the P-togres for 4ettrali~ng
pertssat tbaerul, cheical, p'.qeicaj and structural properties is presentad in
-tba Appendix.
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III, A, Task 1--Development of Microcomposite (cont.)

-(1) Chemical Analysis\ /

Table I shows the results of the chemical analyses

S) on all the starting materials. For each material, with the exception of the

graphite powder, an analysis was furnished by the supplier and a comparative

S) analysis was conducted to ;erify the major concentration of impurities. Resuli~a

from the two separate analyses were in satisfactory agreement.

(2) Particle Size

The average particle size of the starting mate:ials

as determined by Fisher subsieve analyses is given in Table II. The particle-

size distribution by the Andreason sedimentation pipet method is plotted in

Figure 6.

(3) X-Ray Diffraction

The lattice parameters for the HfC and Ts. obtained

from the exposures with Cu-Ka-radiftion were a - 4.635 A and a - 4.445 A,

respectively, which are in good agreement with the reported literature

(Refe-ence 3).

2. Development of Fabrication Procedures

a. Experimental Procedures

)
" To achieve a dense (exceeding 95% of theoretical) composite

with tiie proper tvo-phase wicrostructure and composition, two fabrication steps

were utilized: (1) hot-pressing and (2) heat treatment.

Page IT
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"C)
FISHER TABLE 11

FISEISUBSIZVE SIZlR ANALYSES

Airerae Particle Dimter,

Micron*.

Tantalum carbids 6.5

Hafnium carbide 3.00!
Hafnium 7.3

STantalum 14.6

4) Garon 3.0

Pe

23
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III, A, Task --Development of Microcomposite (cont.)

The developmental hot-pressing was conducted using a

rapid heating hot-press which can reach a temperature of 3600C in lass than

5 minutes and maintain this temperature for prolonged durations. A schematic

of the furnace arrangement is shown in Figure 7.

Temperatures wgre contTrlIed by a variable rheostat used

in conjunction with an optical pyrometer sighted on the surface of the die.

The very fast heating Lind cooling rates minimize the reaction between the

sample aaterial and the die. Carbon analyses of the sample, after hot-pressing,

were used to determine any change in carbon content during the hot-press

operation.

The levels of fabrication variables that were evalucted

are as follows:

) Atomic Percent of Metal and Carbon Powder

Ta Hf C

18 45 37

13 50 37

8 55 37

13 47 40

10 50 40

5 55 40

position of StartinI Material Metals Ra-to*

80 Ta/20 V& 50 Ta/50 Hf

Compaction Pressure, psi

500 and 3000 psi

*Ratio of Ta and Hf metal powders used in st&rting material formulation.

rage 21
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1 C)

(7)

HYDRAULIC RAM
( )

- GRAPHITE PISTON

f UPPER GRAPHITE HOLDER ) I

GRAPHITE DIE 7)
SPIECimI

GRAPHITE, HKATER5.• ~2.0" Y-'

-w GRAPHITE HOLD&I I

-GRAPHITE SUPPORT

2.0" C )1
Fisure 7. Schematic of Hot-Press Firnace C
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III, A, Task 1-Development of Microcompsite (cont.)

0t Sinterina Cycle

Tim, minutes: 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, a&.! 45

Temperature, *C: 2000, 2200, 2500, 2700, and 2800

Cooling Rate: 50*C/Y,'nuta to 1500 and 1800C
100*C/slnute to 1500 and 18000C

0f Heat. Treatment

S160C for 18 hr, 1800C for 64 hr, 2200*C for 54 hr

0 Density and metallography were used to establish the

effect of the processing variables on phase relationships. X-ray diffraction

analyses were used to verify that the equilibrium metal and carbide comesition

had been achieved.

D
b. Experimental Results

0
(1) Carburization in Hot-Pressing

0 In initial hot-pressing experiments, the formation

of a carb.;rized layer on the microcomposite was observed. However, it could

be minimized through proper control of time and temperature of the hot-pressing

cycle. Typical ccrburized layer formations are shown in the nicrostructure

of Figure 8, which is a specimen hot-pressed at 2800%C ad 3000 psi for

15 minutes. The carburized layer developed as a fvnetion of temperature as

0 shown graphically in Figure 9.

A comparison of the twe curves, Figure 9, for

samplea hot-presed for 15 minutes with starting material metal ratios of

20Tai/OHf and 5OTa/5OHf shoved no significant difference in carburization

depths as a result of this comosition variation. Also, the difference in

ca-burization depths between 15- and 30-inute durations of hot-pressing

D Page 23
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Figure 8. Typc.I Carborized Layer Formation (Specimen
Hot-Pressed at 2800C for 15 mnin at 3000 psi)
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Pressing Conditions

Time Pressure
(Min) Rs_) Metal Ratio

40(1

0 15 3000 50Ta/5OHf
30 3000 5OTa/5OHf

0 15 3000 80Hf/2OTa

Composition: 13Ta.50Hf.37C

300
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so Ut MsAdftt as te qIVd lacresse Is carburiagtion depth witht

. 5 U .h .... e o 8buuized leper could be limited to approximately 0.*5 me,

~ OftU thg * b~t~pxse todniqus to be satisfactorily amlayed for

bbdt13. st ssuoiolts~ otructire. 0
(2) Composition QC.bsco

Composition control of the uicrocompoette during

booVtpzaslawas jvd by the fivisal carbon content af ter hot-pressing. Zxtreme 4
one um u sevsr to ebtals carbon analysis samples from the small 10-gm

upecibmm withavi exzracni a portion of the c~rburiaed layer zontaining high

whOAm- %ROmtrafti. aIeOUs hIIIabo the results of ca-1hon analyses of
sped~mo as affected by star"in compoitions and time at hot-pressing tempers-

two Par short hot-pressift doratioms, 5 to 10 minutes, the comositions con- C
%d~id 3? ad carbon had mot Increases in carbon content ranging from 0.77 to

2.86 at. Mi. desire tmp-phs uicrocomoeite structure vms obtained with C
these 37.77 to 3 .86 atd carbon comoitions. Uonger hot-press durations,

20 to 30 minutses resulted In carbon content increases of 3.19 and 3.72 at%, (
repectively, mid set iacresene in carbon contents for the compoition

)OUa-m50f14O ranged from 1.0 to 5.13 at% carbon. which shifted the final (
compoeittlo to the .cwarbids region.0

(3) Deelsiucation 10)

Rscause of the deleterious &f fect of porosity on C
mochamtcal strength,, the effects of hot-press temporoturs, time, heat trgatmerit,

ad pressure cc density were evaua~uted. Test results for the initial evalue- C
tics of the l3Th-5X-37C c~osip ooin. sobwo in Table IV, show that the density

Increaned soth hot-gress temerature ad tt~s increased. However, as solut ion (
mad pmeciptuti.c of the metal phase progresed, there was a corraepoodlg change

La the tbftfclC~al doity, and the Aegr~e of dessificatloo was b.*t Judgedo

Page 26
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"TAULE IV

N•ITY 07 13T&-SOff-37C HICROOCMIOSITZS

Ret Tratent 9

.ot-.t•esLm. 3000 pli 1800*C/62 hr 2200*C/54 hr

"""Dmsity Demity for Deisity for

fatAUM N~adail Te~evaturs, for Durations. H.P. Thiratiowi, ii.P. Durasions,S_,,• i sm _ sc .... /C*3 I/cm'

15sn3 ~n1 l~un 30 sin 15 sain 30 sin (

Hatte tit±o
20?IO~t2000 12.47 12.77 C

2200 12.32 12.66

2500 12.40 12.83 12.91

2.700 12.72 12.87 12.97 11.76

2800 12.94 12.88 12.81 11.,15 1.o60

S@Ta15i 2000 12.22 10.86(7

2200 12.65 10.95 ()

2500 12.75 12.84 11.84 11.36

2700 12.75 12.87 12.97 10.72 .

2800 12.58 12.85 12.76 12.51

)

()

Page 28 1
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Iii, A. rask 1-Development of Microcomposite (cont.)

metallographically. Heat treatment of the hot-pressed specimen. at 2200"C for

) 54 hr in vacuum tended to lower the density due to melting and los of residual

metal alloy phase (a.p. 2100'C), which was in excess of that which could be

S rtaken into solution in the carbide. This resulted in increased porcaity. Reat

treatment at 1800'C for 62 hr in vacuum increased the density.

Hot-pressing at 500 psi resulted in approximately

10% less density than at 3000 psi. Metallographic examination confirmed that

nearly 10% porosity remained in the structures. By extending hot-press cIme

at temperature to 30 minutes, the porosity was dacreased to loes than 5%.

Incrersing the time could have provided higher density, but 45 minutes resulted

I.n extreme carburization d*pths which established that durations greater than

30 minutes were not considered practical.

The apparent deanities of specimens hot-pressed

from all the compositions investigated are lt2ted in Table V. As determined

in thc initial tests, density increased with tiar at a costaint temperature

and pressure. The significant decrease it density with temperature as shown

in Figure 10 is due to the tncraased carburization. Increasing tantalum content

while decreasing the hafnium content by the ae percentage at a constant carbon

content resulted in an increased composite de•raity because tantalum has a higher

density. The three compositions containing 40 at% carbon had lower denities

than those containing 37 atl carbon. The lover dersit-, was a result of higher

porosities in the compoestions coataining 40 at% carbon.

(4) .sticrostructural Development

The six Ta-.M-C composition. investigated covered

) i the snaadad region shwn by the itotherms' temperature section in Figure il of

the ternary phase diagram. At this temperature, 185%0"C, the corpositlc it in

Palo 29i -- - -- - - . - -- - - -.
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Compositional

Zone Investigateci
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E"gure Ii. Temoeraa~.c Section at !850"C --
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III, A, Task 1--Development of ilcroco'pý-.ite (cont.)

the two-phase (tantalum-1hafnium monocarbide 6 + tantalum-hafnium metal, 8)

region. At nigher temperatures, this ccnposition range is in the monocarbide

phase, 6, region as shown by the temperature section at 20000C, rVgure 12.

2The development o2 the desired microstructure for

the microcomposite required complete solution of the (Ta, Hf) monocarbide at

the hot-presving temperature and subsequent precipitation of the Ta-Hf metal

phase within the carbide grains upon cooling.

(a) Composition: 13Ta-50Hf-37C

1 tHigh Oxygen Content Material

2) In the preparation of the initial series

of hot-pressed 13Ta-5OHf-37C specimens, high oxygen content, 2200 ppm, in the

hafnlw* carbide inhibited solution and precipitation of the tantalum-hafnium

atetal alloy within the monocarbite grains. The oxygen atoms occupy the face-

centered positions in the Lubic carbide lattice and thus prevent the diffusion

of the merel atoms into these sites,

Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16 are photomicro-

graphs of specimens made with starting materia) containing high oxyIgen. The

hot-pressing temperatures were successively increased from 2000 to 2800*C.

Comp1ete solution of the netal phase was nearly complete with a hot-press

temperature of 2800*C for 15 minutes (Figure 15), but the high oxygen level of

thi HiC retarded diffusion of the metal alloy iito the carbide la,,ice.

To achieve solution of the metal starting

material in the .arbide and subsequent precipitation of the metal alloy phase

within the carbide grains, specimens hot-pressed at 2800*C for 30 minutes were

: Page 33
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8-c Compositional
Zone InvestigatedToe, ,)

ATCMIC % HAFNIUM -

Figure 12. Temperature Section at 2000%CK
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I0)

W" Black Pool Areas
Metal Alloy Phase

750X

a. Hot-Pressed at 3000 Psi ,15 tmi

2000*C

Black Pool A,,eas
Metal Alloy Fhase

750X

b. Hot-Pressed at 3000 psi, 15 min,) 22000 C

iigure 13. Photomiicroýgraphs of Com~position l3Ta-50Ohf-37C
with Starting Material Metal Ratios 2OTu/8011f
(Hi~gh'Oxy&-n in HfC)

) ~Pa ge
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)

a. Hot-Pressed at 3000 psi, 15 min,
2500"C

01

b. Hot-Pressed at 3000 psi, 15 min,

27000C

"Figure 14. Photomicrographs of Compbsition 13Ta-5OHf-37C with
Starting Material Metel Ratios 20Ta/8OHf (High
Oxygan in HfC)
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()

~I)

Liaht Areas
Mi•tal Diftuvion

Dark Areas
QN*, we) Monocarbide )

150A

figure 16. Photosicrograph of Comoosition 13Ta-5OHf-37C Material
Metal Ratio 20Ta/80Hf Hot-Pressed at 2800"C, 30 mrin -
and 3000 psi (High Oxygen in

Page 38
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D III, A, Task 1-Development of Microcomposite (cont.)

heat treated at 1800C in vacuum (3. x 10-5 torr) for 64 hr. Homogenization

and probably deoxidation occurred and a metal alloy was present in fine inter-

granular precipitations as shown in Figure 17.

:2 Desired Oxygen Content Material

I) Low oxygen content, 268 ppm, hafnium

carbide prepared by high vacuum degassing was used in subsequent studies. The

microstructures of the 13Ta-5OHf-37C composition hot-pressed for 15 minutes,

3000 psi, and 2500, 2700, and 2800"C are shown in Figures 18a, 18b, and 18c,

respective'y. Some primary metal alloy remained at the grain boundaries (dark

pool regions in photomicrographs) but a pronounced needle-shaped precipitation

occurred within the carbide grains.

Heat treatment at 1600"C for 18 hr, in a
vacuum of 10 torr, resulted in agglomeration of the metal alloy precipitate

as shown in Figures 19a and 19b.

The effect of longer duration (30 minutes)

at hot-press temperature on equilibration of the two-phase structure, i.e.,

complete absorption and precipitation of the metal alloy phase within the

carbide grains, is shown in Figures 20a, 20b, and 20c. There was no evidence

of more complete primary metal alloy solution but there was greater grainJ growth and segregation, particularly at 2700 and 2800*C.

The effect of hot-pressing time (5, 10,

D and 20 minutes) for the 13Ta-5OHf-37C composition hot-pressed at 3000 psi and

2700*C is shown in Figures 21a, 21b, and 21c, respectively. The desired

D uniform distribution of needle-shaped meta! alloy precipitate was obtained in

5 and 10 minutes, as well as 15 minutes (Figure 18b) while in 20 minutes and

3 longer (Figure 20b) the metal alloy phase tends to agglomerate.

3D Page 39
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7c5OX

Figure 17. Photow f Composition 13Ta-5OHf.-32C Material
MetalHfIot-Pressed at 2800*C, 30 min

and 3 ýc Treatment stt 1800*C, 6-4 hr in
Vacu zr
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a. Hot-Pressed at 25O(*C (Primary kMeta1-Black Pcoole) 75OX

--r ... .p s

ItR

s. Ht-Prs0. aot-250•se4 aIt Metl-BOC Pol9 5
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IIa. Dot-Pzemed ?riar to Rest-Troatmut. at. ý34oO psi,

b. Hot .P>rtded Pmror 1-c iHsaw-Trestmelt e2 qý3. psi,

It*~are 19. Ph-ou~toctgraph of cpi3 A-UHtTrad

at 16QOC, 1.8 hr in Vscc~u (1Q)" Torr.)I a'ge
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a. tiot-Pressed for 5 min 750X

b. Hot-Pressed for 3.0 min T50Y

fV4

46,11 , 1

Ho-Pc~edfo 0 inA, 39

Fi~u. 2. Phto~croraphof ompoitin lTs-Slf.7C Ht~rý.e

fot-rese for0,a 20 min 3000 319 t 700
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III, A, Task 1--Development of Microcomposite (cont.)

The effects of controlled cooling rates

and cycles on microstructural development were evaluated in the series of tests

listed in Table VI. The fine needle-shaped metal alloy precipitation previously

obtained in samples quenched from the hot-pressing temperature (approximately

500*C/minute) was not obtained at slower cooling rates. The metal alloy phase

was consolidated into both spherical and large-needle configurations. Typical

microstructures for the various slow cooling cycles are shown in Figures '2

through 25.

(b) Composition: 18Ta-45Hf-37C

The microstructural development of the

18Ta-45Hf-37C composition was found to be similar to that determined for

13Ta-501f-37C, with few exceptions. The microstructures of samples hot-pressed

at 2500, 2700, and 2800*C for 15 minutes are shown in Figures 26a, 26b, and 26c,

respectively. Needle-shaped metal alloy precipitation was obtained after each

procossing temperature; however, more primary metal alloy was retained arounJ

the carbide grain after processing at 2800*C.

Reducing the hot-pressed time at 2700°C to

5 and 10 minutes resulted in establishing that the 5-minute duration did not

Allow complete diffusion of the starting metal into the monccarbide greLns as

shown in Figure 27a. The 10-minute hot-pressing duration produced a finely

dispersed needle precipitate (Figure 27b), but nor as predominant as for the

L1-mlnute duration shown in Figure 26b.

(c) Composition: a-551-37C

After the extensive evaluation of the other

37 at% carbon cobopitions, the desired needlp-ahaped mmtal alloy precipitatt

) for thi dTa-55Hf-37C coupoaition was readily produced by hot-pressi- at

2700'C, 30C0 psi, for 15 minutes, and ic shown in Figure 28.

)
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TABLE VI

HOT PRZSSING/COQOLING RATE STUDY

Hot Pressure
Parameters

Pressure: 3000 psi Cooling Cycle
Tamp, Time, Cooling Rate, Heat Treat Time,

Comosition 4C min . C/min Temperature, *C min

13Ta-50Hf-37C 2000 5 100 1800 Quench

2200 5 100 1800 Quench

24#00 5 100 1800 10
15 100 1800 10

2500 2 100 1800 Quench
10 100 1500 10

2700 10 100 R.T. Quench
10 100 1500 Quench
10 50 1500 10
10 50 1500 20
10 50 1800 10

18Ta-45Hf-37C 2500 10 50 1500 Quench

2700 10 100 1500 Quench

8TM-55Wf-37C 2500 5 50 1500 Quench
10 50 1500 Quench

Z/00 10 100 1500 Quench
10 50 1500 Quench

I Page 46
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j!

750X

Figure 22. Photomicrograph of Composition 13Ta-50Hf-37C
Hot-Pressed for 10 min, 3000 psi, at 2700°C, and

Slow-Cooled at 100°C/min to 180 0 °C

750X

Figure 23. Photomicrograph of Composition M3ka-50Ilf-37C Hot-Pressed
for 10 min, 3000 psi, at 2700'C, an, Slo.-Cooled at
100*C/min to ISO0*C
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750X

Figure 24. Photomicrograph of Composition 13Ta-5OHf-37C Hot-Pressed
for 10 min, 3000 psi, at 2700°C and Slow-Cooled at
100*C/min to 15000 C and Held for 20 min

I~ 1

•: .1< :750X

,1 Figure 25. Photomicrograph of Composition 13Ta-5OHf-37C Hot-Pressed
4:• :for 10 min, 3000 psi, at 27004C, and Slow-Cooled at

100"C/atn to 1800"C and Held for 10 min

g )4
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..a. Hot-Prex-i -t 2500C 750X

b. Hot-Pressed at 2"•O-C , T50X

c. Rot-Pressed at 280•C T50X

)Figure 26. Photomicrographs uf Compusition 18Ta-45fif-3.C Hot-Pressed
for l' mi, 3000 si, a. t 2500°C, 27O0*C, and 0 800C

)t -L .
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a. Hot-Pressed for 5 min (White Region - Monocarbide) 750X

I

b. Hot-Pressed for 10 min 750X

Figure 2?. Photomictographe of Composition 18Ta-45Hf-37C Hot-Preesed
for 5 and 10 i 3000 psi, at 2700"C

PageG )
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MI. A, Task 1-Developient of Micrccouposite (coant.)

3. Material Properties Characterization

a. Preparatlo" of Test Specimens

The hot-pressing of spec.,mens was conducted in graphite

dies tat were heated in the rapid heating hot-press previously described. The

crraoVement of the die and raz in the hot-press is shown schematically in

Figure 29. Figure 30 shows the individut1 grapaite components prior to assembly

in the hot-prosL.

The technique used to load the powdered compositions into

the die prior to hot-pressing was found to be very important to consistently

produce crack-free specimens. A slight amount of the metal alloy phase could

exude froa the structure, infiltrate, and hond to the surrounding graphite die

and rfi, On cooldown, the specimen would crack in the die because of differen-

tial contraction between the graphite fnd cw.- cArbide specimen. ThIs problea

wds eliu'neted by using a thin layer of laupblack on the floor of the die,

cAaqictiug it, &.ne fillXi• the cavity vith the selected compoiu.aon. After

aothor coupaction, a thin lsyer cf lampblack was added. This concept is

illustrated in Figure 29. 1he use of the lampblack serves to absorb the major

portion of the excess metal and che powdery structure does not bond to the

specimen. By the use of this technique, !Vo flexure specimens could be hot-

presead in the so die by using a layer of la&pblack betveen zhe cotruosition

that is being hot-pressed.

Hot-jfresoing of all specimens was ccvductcd at 25VU0C,

3[ 000 p. for 10 saucia in a flowing argon xrwspphere. After corpletion of

the hot-prows cyc;.e, the grohite dle w4a allcwed to coo". to amblert teters-
turt in a flowiag argoc a*t:upher*. The fl xure speclarns vere rcanved fron

Owrgg Sraprc die .sy parti.ally ssctioniug Otr cir end brtaking it open a&is A

i F 31
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-. 4 -. 375

- Graphite Ram

Graphite Upper Hold,,r

I

Black Body I-•kle• Lampblýck

Composition • exure Specimer, Die
to be Hot-Pressed

-- Graphite Heater

Graphite Lower H:-older

Figure 29. Schematic of Die and Ramn Krrangefiient for Hot-Pressing
Flexure Specimens
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Mg, A, Task 2.'-Devalaxint o:~ceput (cont.)

Nigre 32 Awe 4, typic&al Llexrs speclame blank as

b6t-,'reas~d ad the f inished f laxure specimen ef ew diamond grindiog. The

@Ise of %he specimen after hot-preeeing was approximatell 0.37 In. wide by

0.30 In. deep by 2.0 !a. long. Tbe epecinws warts diamond ground until all

visual surfaee contaminations or defects had been eAxtslnstod.

Nozcainig of the specimens was accomplished by using a)
Topon sUrf ale ar~a wih£ -in.-da, 100-grt dimond vsee . TablI ~speeds of 40 to 50 ft/wInute, were used, Ruemoval raes. of 0.0005 to 0.001 In./Pass)

were uuialsated with tb it finish&Ig passes of 0~.0001 to C.0C05 in. to obtain a

finish of S to 1t0 rm..* itch specimen vex examined uinder 201 majoification for

visible flaws and chips. The specimens were then hand4 polished ou a diamnd

ustallogwepbie wheel to slightly round the four coxrners aloft the et~ngth to

ealiminats mny nonrepresentative coiner flaews. The finished altoes ions of the0

A.secmn were approwimately 0.25 in. wfdo by 0.25 In. deep bi 1.75 to 2.0 in.

I*%g. All surfaces aloag the 2*ngth were, amiuaaiaed parallel vrbhin 0.001 io.

b. Amient Temperature Screening Tests**

Seve compoett~mis, 1.4~f3C JTa-50f-37C, C
3?a4553f.37Cg l.3T47h1-W0, 1baOf-0 !th-55hf-WC, sand 137a-AA4-43C,

wee tinted at ablent tameraturs to distewnmt the effect of ca~ositios on

Owe strength, MMIutu of s*.asti.cty, aftndau~

ao av-e7, raeS of surtace rouhnoesti (ricralciucoe) poXmi

owning peximeut tberme.. emW, p-lol anstructural po eiter- iD
presented In the Appmsdlz.

560
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FIgure 32. flexure Specimen Notf-Pr~asd toW fin~al Ilachlme
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hill As Task -Dvlpetof Kicrocompoeita (coat.)

(1) Flexure Strength

Flexurv strength measurements were maed using three-

polst loading with a 1.5-1n. spusn The crosehead travel rate was 0.02 inj uinutoe

IMe result.of e!ach test are reported in Table VII.* The arithmetic avrage and

stsodar4 deviation are shown& however, a comparison of avorage str-tngth values

for the different compositione can be ml leading. In each series of testo for

a give composition, ther were both high-strength and lay-strength specimens.

Therefore, there wa so significant indication that strength differences existed

at shicat temperature between the series of compositions.

A significant increase in ambent temperature
strength of &-ho mcrocomposits compostions was obtained in comparison to the

trpical reported values for the w ocath ides of tantalum ard hafulus

(Waferemee 4).

The room temprature strength values for a given
cM woition *are not foend to correlate with the variations in apparent.

daity listed In Table VII. Mowever, the variation in dessity was essell and

the density Ma always greater than 952 of theiretical.

Within a given capoqItIon, large differences in

step%$*t could be conrelated in mvst case wtidtheO appearance of the fracture

owfasem gpecs with high strengths (40 to 60,000 pal) had irregular

freetwe srfa em Indicative of a bigber degree of tougneasa tha ttoee

jim 23 shows af fhotoraphi coprsno)h
twe nu o fretum.urfafte ansepeclaa asds from the lJT*-SOf-3vC

'4 g~eeposities. The brittle fmat"r surfW* oreod to a specime with

] ?Pae 38
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TABLE VII

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SIX MICROCOMPOSITE
COMPOSITIONS

i. Composition: 8Ta-55Hf-37C

Flexure Standard Modulus of
Specimen Strength, Deviation, Densaiy, Elasticity,
Number Pei psi zm/cm 106 2si

212 53,400 12.7 38.7

213 59,SCO 12.7 39.4

214 20,700 12.7 37.0

218 33,600 12.5 37.3

225 55,600 12.6 39.7

226 57,000 12.6 41.1

308 43,200 12.6 Av: 38.8

310 66,300 12.6

311 63000

Av: A0,300 15,C30 Av: 12 6

Rtlative
Standard
Deviation: 4".7%

I /)

)
L a,•5
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Vlezue Stadar4Wo4¶lue of

mut W3 L. WC83 106 "1j

1W11,700 12.8 41.7

207 116300 12.8 41.5

224 50,500 12.8 41.6

243 69,900 12.8 41.4 -

252 31,300 12.8 41.2

253 30,500 12.7 39.5 f )
254 353600 12.8 41.8

255 39,10 12.8 41.1

156 41,600 12.8 41.4

257 12841.0

iv: 37,500 15,200 Av: 12.8 Aw: 41.2

Dilalom:40.51

Ill. C•mpoltmi~b• 18e.,40-3,C --

206 2,00013.1 42.1

245 23.000 13.2 2.

£1,300)2..7 421.1 )
""0 W200 U. 4.

Au: 443,3,00 AVa 12.9 Av1 42.1

hee 60
~ /

)*7I
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TABUS V11 (cant.)

IV. Cosoultion: 10aT-5OHf-40C

Flexure Standard Kodiulus of
Specimen Strength, Deviation, Density, El£aticity,
Number .i psi pa/cm3  101 psi

222 18,600 12.6 45.7

223 53,800 12.7 44.8

267 14,400 12.5 44.0

268 24,700 12.5 40.0

361 12,500 12.5 47.4

362 49,800 12.2 42.1

Av: 29,000 18,200 Av: 12.5 Av: 44.0

Relative
Standard
Deviation: 62.7%

V. Comosition: 13Ta-47hf-40C

242 55,900 12.0 40.5

269 14,100 12.3 42.2

274 27,400 12.4 43.4

363 57,200 1218 45.5

3"6740 12.8 5.

Av: 34,300 20,100 Av: 12.5 Av: 43.4

Relative
Standard
Deviation; 60. 6

)
)

)
tag. 61
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TABLE VII (cont.)

VI. Composition: l8Tam-421Lf-40C

Flexure Standard Modulus of

Spsectai Strength, Deviation, Density, Elasticity,
4 t • ._ psi_ _ 106 Psi ,,,

247 601000 12.7 43.7

249 54,100 12.6 44.5

251 30,700 12.7 35.2

365 71,000 13.0 46.6

366 57,20013.0 46.4iv: 55,000 14,000 Av: 12A8 Av: 43.2
Relative

Standard
Dwiation: 27.1.

VII. Composition: 13Ts.-"1f-43C

231 21,200 12.7 50.1 -

Pagep 62 -.I,' J
0
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*1i

A 71.1

500X 50OX

Micostuctre hcivI~ ies kcr,ýstructuzre shovizi large
free metal ini grt,.in Nowxderies mzber of pools of rree wt&l

IIrit~tle type fiact.urt surface Frarture rurface xitia
Flex Strens5 V 18, 3OO po i tVO O_

FiguRre 13. Ma~cro arid ?(!crcsý.r.,.-uva). C~aparisaoc of TiexuraLI Spctzwm*
ExhibSitir-g ii.1sh arkd -~ ';t th x--CcA '~t Los 13T&- 5ftf-37C
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tn. A. ?a.k 1m-DsvIo*rt of VICrocomposite (cout.)

L30P"i flumme. Stmft~h. while a Vmestr 4agre. of toughnaeswas v eibited

by do m"epe wick a 0.900 pot strength. An examination of the correepouding

ua x..metrtit. for a** of thes two specl~mem (Figure 33) *bows slightly

* -m pSrW boeidu ez~tal promea is the structu.re with higher strength and a

pSrater iSp' of to*.s* Nowever. It is moe ILzely that the atrength

t di~ffsream fas urn tu o odeir factors *A it also occurred in the specimmn c-n,-
t~ilng% 40 at2 ceibos wbere littla or so grain boundary metal phase vex present.

Soe Gumpoliam coaut*aing 40 at? carbon did, bowvewr, contain a finely

dispered matal phses compared to the he,&'lor iamellar end grain boundary metal

pbfa w~ibit@4 by camp".tiom vm aintg, 31 atZ carbon.

NO&G V of 21,asticity

Soulc modules of elasticity measuremuta were ued't

p tdin ~2s Yfl. vow eltcmuu or those sawirn Containing

The BOdM.)US of eiautic1.Y of a tvo-Th"O C.1KOPeitsm

v&--#a1 has beem, related to the proportion of eacb comstitmnt in sth

;tm~'. .euuestigtore bew reported the folloing elastic ac~tull for

oamt~te!.a tbe ?A-M-C termary co~osi dome:

*1K**ALMe of 9141stitity
~~S~ttt~ (106 X lernc

11f 20 5

TO27 4

Ti 53 to? 7
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III, A, Task 1-Development of Microc-mpoeite (cont.)

The loer e-astic modulus for specimun with 37 at%
6

carbon, 39 to 42 x 10 psi, in comparison Zo the higher values measured for

materials contaiing 40 at% carbon, 43 to 44 x 10 psi, was due to the greater

proportion of lower modulus tantailu-hafnium alloy present iti ti.e J7 3t% carbon

material. The decrease in modulus of clasticity values for %aterials w•.t

higher hafnium co•.exts was pro~i'ly due to the lower isodu]us of elasticity of

the hafnium metal.

No correAltion with modulua ,as foit-- with in "easinI

hafnium couteat for the three campQsitions containing 40 at" carbon. ThL. " ,I

probably .± to �he small swmt of metal precip4 tation existing in the micro-

struct•res of these compositions.

c. Selection of Microcomposite Compositiors fos
Elevated Temperature Teiting

Twc aicrocaqiosite compositions were selected foz

elevated teseature tastILS based on the results of the abient taperat-ure

tests. The first was the 8Ta-55If-37C composition. It had the lowest modulus

which is desirable for thermal hock resistance. In addition, while the

strengths of all six sicrocoesite car~postitos 'were comparable, this macerial

had the least variability in strength.

The 37 at? carbon 3iepositiom lies on the lower bou--1ry

cf the masocarbide, !, pwae and melting occurs 4t 24120%C 1*1th loer car

coatept as shown by the rxisteac• of liquid. L. in the 2130C -1e=r*tu.s.

sec-_m iu Figure 34. *-s @ reult. this compositoIsn has to he cloal'r cc*-

troll*d to primt retentioa of excess metal alloy ohaae at the graln boundaries.

1 A *sacod ccomsitt•, S~ $T-5#1-WC. wv selected to dtcrpe'heOw primary metal

e a sd t Lnvenrion to t.e mm--carbtd o hteatAng and thtus a h.ighr temezature

?Pa;* 65

..
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A(

Tec Hj)ii _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

PI

1'4 YYL

To L-

-ATOMIC % H4AFIUM-*i

Figure 34. Temperature Sectio~n at 2130% for Ta-Hf-C SystA
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S"( III, A, Task 1--Develooment of Microcomposite (cont.)

A phase equilibria study was conducted on both selected

comos-Itions to verify that the neta] alloy phase would invert to the mono-

I _ carbide. The Pirani melting point furnace described in the Appendix was used

to equilibrate samples at a temperature above the metal alloy rich eutectic

melting temperature of 2120*C. Metallographic examination of the $Ta-55Hf-37C

sample showee that a small amount of melt phase had formed as well as inversion

of the major portion to the monocarbidi. The composition 8Te-54Hf-38C was

similarly treated and aetallographic exmination confirmed that complete inver-

sien tn the monocarbide had --ccurred.

(1) Composition 8Ta-55Hf-37C

I The strength and density of each specimen are

reported in Table V11l. A plot of temperature vs strength is shown in
Figure 35. At 540*C, Che variation in strength, from specimen to specimen was

significantly less than at ambiant temperature probably as a result of a

decreased tcndIncy for failure to initiate at surface flaws. Because of the

low• variation, the 540*C averge was higher than at ambient. At 11000C, where
maximum i .treugth was observed, "n average strength of 135,600 psi was obtained.

-. T •his strength level wss more thaa three times the values reported for tantalum

and hafnium monocarbideas, as sborr. in Figure 36 (Reference 4), It is postulated

S .tha.t the streogth improvemant at 1100C occurred because of plastic deformation

4hrough the initiation of creep of the mvtal alloy phase which enables the

material to relieve critical failure streases. E,en though incipient cracking

may begin in the matrix, the plastic deformation of the metal tAihbits crack

propagation.

SAt higher temoeraturer, 1650 and 2200C•, the strength

.. decreased, which is characteristic of the ca~tidos. Uslated flexf.re teasting

was condncted nt 22100C becauas of the occurrence of high plastit4 defotmation.
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MTa-55Uf-37C

Flexure Standard
!libra. Specimen Strength, Deviation, Denity,)

"C umbez psi isi

vifLeut 212 53,430 12.7

213 59,500 12.7

214 20,700 12A8 )

218 33,600 12.6

225 55,600 12.7 -
226 57,000 12.7

308 43,200 12.6

310 66,300 12.6 0
311 12.6

Av: 50,300 15,000
Reklative StawlrdJ Deviaticn: 29.72

540 303 57,800 12.6

306 49,300 12.7

307 31.,500 12o6
313 54,4O0 11.6 -

317 52,800 12.7

320 53,300 12.6

429 62,300 12.7

430 60,400 12.8

431 62,000 12.8 "

432 k5.500 12.7

Aw: 57,000 5,510

Ielative Stanard
Deviation: 9.72

L DetermimeG on spciom af ter testing.
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D AILYE VIII (copL2

Ylexure Standard

C) Temperature, specii. u Strensth, Deviation, Dens i y,O "N u mber l i ..... pom p /

1100 298 193,500 12.5

299 164,200 12.6

301 155,400 12M6

305 117.000 12.6

312 114.400 12.4

) 427 153,700 12.7

428 112,000 12.8

434 730 12.8

"Av: 135,600 37,700

Relative Standard
,.,Deviation: 282

1650 302 19,800 12.5

KI) 303 40,900 12.6
304 32,900 12.6

!0 309 32,700 11.6

331 13,200 --

408 46,500 12.7

409 34,700 12.8

410 567012.5

Av: 37,100 15,500

Ulative Standard
Deviation: 412

2200 323 1,560 12.3

433 593 12.6

436 j.19-0 U2.5

() kAv! 1,120 497
Relative Standard

Dei•a•ou: 442
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o.mm &8?a-55f-37C

Iowa mm c~~ did Dot

Ilk 60

120

100L

0 55 lux16502200

Temampereta (*C)

Ilpigee 35. CoW~ratjlw Kiovatod Temperatuie Flevaural Strength$ Ofi ~~ STa-555f--37C and b7a AllIf-3W
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160 *. . *. T-54U-38C

m T ZC (*)

1140 m.mHfC()

120I

~100

W.)

60

4e ...2pa 
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0 ~ 5o 0 165C ~22M
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UK, A. tak l-40svel 1s t of Vicrocaposite (cost.)

lms f Gbt&od an sptlimus in the plastic state are of a "relative value"
Sithe do 0l=6l Stremeth beam foumla Is not valid after bending has occurred.

A typical smbent temperature mtcrostructure of a (7
boopwlsood spectmen produced frm the 8ITa-55f-37C emosition is charAc-

wuins by preif bowAdery utal with a fine, acicular metal alloy precipitate -

vidhs the •sa•bds ndum, as shown in ltpre 37. The specimens, after testing

at 540 ad1 100.C, bed a micnStractire Characterised by heasy precipitation of

metal itn Oh Setains. Microstructurss of spacimens exhibiting a large

pIrem tap of grains havirg additional precipitation a compared to the room

tongtature stSctur WA high st-jteths. Figure 36 sh•mm a typical micro- Q
stzmte of a sample tested at 540"C where all flexural strengths were approxi-

=tab 50,000 psi. Vft. that satary eery grain has the additional precipttation. (j)

Itwe 39 shov a grain in whieh additional proecipi- C)
tadio hae occred. It my be seem that very little of the precipitate has a

remind shape wAd thmaet of the precipitate was of fine sis* end had a

sdeI . or plate shape. Te rss propertes associated with this extra precipi-

tat•in m hig strength, ail ductility, a I notroptc properties. This

Smtws8 e oat fomq Is my seple tested above 1100C, nor was it found at

I.)

0Or othat structur that had a ve-iy high strongth

ow Asbeem I* a sm~la tested at 1100C. 7his ai'ructure was very fine(
8ue Vd, wth "t evi4emt of prior carbde &rain• having betm oabltexate•d

1by pwd~pt~stles of fine metal particles within the carbide (?rgtre 40~). The

wai~ Sad els of do sm ta P U inift wa stl abu $th same as in9
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III, A, Task l-0evelopmenrt of )ficroctuosits (con~t.)

Fle.w-re testing at elevated temeratures caused

the aic: Atructues of the spec. men to change. At the higtest tewperatures

of testing, 1650 and 2200*C, where marked plastic deformation occurred and

the aezim strmes before deformatiom occurs is loa, the changes in micro-

structures vere very noticeabla. As temperature was increased free room

temperature, vry little metal dissolves untl! 165')C. Then, between this

toperature and 2000"C, all the metal wouid dissolve if equilibrim were

C) attained.

After testing at 1650 and 2200"C, the grain boundary

"metal was essentially unchmaged. hut tho precipitate within the graim had

becom heavier as shown in Figure 41. Specimv= tested at 1650"C in which

Dprecipitation was lacking in a nvmber of the grains resultee in lower flexure

strengths. This ryp sicrostructure is shown in Figure 42. A sample which

wnd~ervant hesav plaatic daformaLion sc 1650"C. but did not fracture, was

soctioaad at both the ccter w•hert the deformation had occurred and at one

C) | end, where alm•st no plastic deformation had occurred. No difference was
discernible in the tbwo microstrucctares as they were both similar to the micro-

atr'Acture shon in Figuze 43.

The large plastic deformation of flaiurv qpei~iaens

I) tasted at 1650"C suggested that creep might be occurring. Accordingly, a

flexure speciu wa tested at 1650"C in sl'ow loadin% (crosahead rat*e t

0.02 €uainuts). The results are plotted n Figure 4 It appears that the

relaxation ws ezpa tial with tim. After testing, tl@ specitrn vas badly

) cracked as stcn in Figure 45 mad all of tne czacks had pwttated approxiastol

the saw distance Into the sapple and trmriasated near t&- vvutral axi•.

D Catastrophic failures did not occur at crosheoad ap@-dz of 0.01 cm/winute earA

AD 0.001 om/sinxute, sad the stress an the sampit decreased nerrly axpoownriailly

vitta tion (Figure 46':. As shown in figure 47.7 a toot run at I4.SO* zhowsed

Peg. 77
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Dark areas are very heavy precipitation. The X100
metal pocis on the g~rain boundaries are) depleted but have not begun to apheroidize.

- ~Figure 42. Microstructure of Compo~ition $&L-55Hf-37C b-rhibiting f
Lowv Flexure Strength at .1650*C
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01-)

0
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Dohe ital pools at the grain boundaries are still present X500 i)
an the metal precipitate I* sphoroidising. Each carbide
prels bas been broken into outgrains. This picture Is Ilike0
Figure 57, but the samle vee etched more heavily here.

Vi#*re 43i wtUcest"MmAM of Cowstcion r#-*-5r5Nf-37C A~ttarTeeks at I'MO
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To o

400

o Loaded at. 002 cmr/wrin
Cr,,ussead Speed 0

*Same, but after Further

6 Lo.4.e at . M0 cm/rmm, but
Previou1s Crosshead Sptced
ba~i boon. 005 cm/miu.

0I 3I'Z 2

Time. (Mfnutes)

film" 47. Strft* 261azitiM OVWm few Ylw~r, &m~l* Lda~d
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IllI, A, Task 1-4-velopmsnt of Iicrocomposite (cwt.)

O• that load increased as the crossheMl advmacad in two cases but decreased when

the stress was at a slightly higher level (previous crouehead speed had been
0.005 rn/minute). At 1300 and 1200'C, the stress still relaxed exponentially

wilth tim as shown in Figures 48 and 49, respectively.

SIt wea evident that, at elevated temeratures, the

material dii ot exhibit brittle behavior because the crack-.. (Figare 45) did

not propagate ell the way through the ample. It we. not possiblo to calculate

creep parameters with the data became the nonhomogmeous defirmaticu of the
samplea made it imposible for load to be conosr~sd into stress or strain. A

Newton•an nodal, which is the model that •ascribes a glaes heated to they~softening point, isa not comipletely applicable at con~stant crosahead speed..
The load continues to increase without reaching a saturation malue to accompany
the almost constant strain rate produced by the crosaheed. Another interesting

-) feature of the results was that the relaxation time, which is the time required ,

for the otress to fall to 37n of its initial value, did not behave like a
S•) �hermally activated process of the type where stress relaxation in proportional

to.-) ~ ~~~exp -•(*'t'

which Kebler and Aspinall (Reference !) found to be the standard equation for

1 9 crtep. At 1650 and 1200C, the rolaxatit' tim was about 30 minutes. At
'100C, two rume hed a relaxation tim of 75 minutes, and a third had a rulaxa-

) tion time of 3; minutes. The minima load neeesary to produce cree was

estimated to be 0 at 1650%C and 5000 psi at 1100C. At stresses below this

level, relaxation was too slow to be detected with existing equdpmeut. It vs

"established by these tests that below 1100"C creep do". not occur. AboveD a650C, the strength vw lower then 31,000 psi and at 2ZOOC, the strength wes

"proximately 1500 psi.
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MU, A, Task l-Oswaloimout of ki-tocmosite (cant.)

Iecine deformation before rupture Is small atV

'24it Ia eupected that tba metal pools at the grain boundai ies were

~~usp~fO. St the formistima. No difference was see In the micros tructures(_

it arn~owvidt W1. =&rgne large ad *sell deformation*s at 165O*C: therefore,

tt uW- be in..zud that the strain van distributed uniformly throughout the (
g?4iam. Th* Sma~tla of' doe wotsl precipitate which hoed not re4issolvwd may

ft &tw to Uloer the etifftmes of the carbide grain& so that lose deformation )
sAmpf o wtbiegans would occur.

Composition Ta-54af-38C

The flexre strength and density of the BTa-54Hf-38C ~
comoal~onare rap~rted in Table LI. A plot of the average strength and the

ftAdcaled rmV of str~ength for each teat temperature is shown in Fl gs.re 35. '

fla fte tastime at a~ient temerature was not conducted for this cowpixmiioc.

bsM~ula Of Provioam tests *bowed so significant indication that any strength h
difftwg.ansexteated at misant taworsture between the series of compositions

cobtaialag 3; mad 40 at% cAzbov,. A typical aicroetructure of chis composition f

U *U 1Avi In Igor* 50. The smetl alloy existed as precipitations within the

ge~d reoe with little primary metal evident.

At 540*C, the average strength was 50,300 psi,

*Aich gysaUed the average strength of compoition STa-557Af-37C at ambent

;*d#*rarue The microstractuare of a specimen after testing 2t 540*C is shown

Ua ViCf4 $1. At 11MOC, so increase in strength occurred as was the case for )
csaosiiosMa5Vt-37C. The averase strength of 46,100 pal Indicated a

etront lbahe-r char-acteriaric of thes carbide.. wteroin the strangt!' was

to *r aljbtl.t iamr then at ~imblt tamprature. So diftsrencox wwer*

:~t~ ~the 1100%) al-crnstructurs. sawn in rigure 52). wban compared r-) the4)

-*trt1~t-ctur* for the specimn tested at SW04 C.

POVea$
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(7 LEVATED ZPAT
FUTREZ STUUGTH OF KICWOCOKPOSITE C OSITION

(9• Srra-54Uf-38C

TrcFlexure Stmidard

Temerature, specimen Streati th, DeviAtior, Dcut s ,t

7) 540 417 53,000 Ml.6

418 48,100 12.6

4)419 49,3Z)0 12.6

420 50,900 12.7

4)Av: 50,300 2,120
Relative Standard
Deviation: 4.2%

1100 414 42,500 12.6
S)415 441.800 12.6

-•416 51.400 12.7

421 43A" 12.6

A7 46,100 3,78

elascwve Standard
) D.Dviation: 6.2X

1550 411 43,2002 12.6
412/412 54,6m0 12.5

413 61,200" 12.8

422 459,0)0 12.7

2200 4Q3 1,1002 12.2

424 16,Bk) 12.2

425 51.00 2 12.5
, )

1. Oste~rsisd on spocism. after testing.
.) 2. Spcimemm id sot fracture.

) Pag 89
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C)p
-z, ý¶oA

Afj

O 5001

0l6

Figure 51. M4icrostructure of Compositicn 8Ta-54lif-38C

after Testing at 5400C
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DIII, A, Task l-Dswlopeent of MicrocoMposite (coat.)

At 1630"C, oue esaple fractured uAm loaded to

0 61,200 psi, while the revaluiang smples were loaed from 43,200 to 54,60Q pet

befone deflectioan of the sample exceeded the deformation allowed by the three-

point load train. The latter test spbles experieoced "hot tearing" but did

not fracture. Higher croeebead rates, up to 0.16C, in./seot, did not result tn) fraNtur of the speciuen. The icroetructurae of specimen No. 411, 43,200 pat
strength, and go. 413, 61,200pet strength, are shcm in Figure 53.

C)At 2200%~C all speclimne tested carried loads of
5100 to 14,700 pet to full doflaction without complete fracture. Subsequent

.elm cooling resulted in a sphridIsad metal precipl tate within the gralas.

Figure 54 shoms this typical microstructure.lo
d. Thermal Expansion )emeurents

The linear thermal expansion of the two sicrocampoeite
c-omitioms, fT&-550f-37C mad STe-54Bf-38C, wa measured from 25 to 20479C.9 The tvwt results ore presented in Table X.

I Prior to the thermal expansion usesurants an the

spe•ias, , calibration checks were made using sapphire and wrought tungsten

13 rods for which expansion data have bean accurately established in the litera-

ture. Figure 55 abiov a plot of the thermal expansion of the two nicrocompoelte

compositions and fhe calibration checks on sapphire an' tumpten. A thermal

*xpansion curve for stoichiometric hafnium carbide has almo been included for

) comparative purposes. These RfC data. as report4d in the literature were

derivtd from X-ray diffraction "d" sacings (Reference 7).

(A coarison of the curves in Figure 55 -hmse that both

ticroeosposati compositions follow the expansion behavior of HfC to approximately

O1600C. Above 1600*C, the thernal expanaion of both coV~oetee deviates slightly

Page 93
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LR73M usini 0A=Ma I

O -SAW-30

Upc~m p~oa 3 Deviation fmn o

Ism~ffi IA/il. x1 oUStBe" Fit 0
060.00970 5.57 0.3 I

M04. @01140 6.55 28

1Z2 .0L34 1.43 5.15 0)
133 Q.01M2 10.70 U.70

13WS6.01M5 10.52 9.40 C
0.0*5612.35 5.48

IN?0.02979 17.12 6.82Q

%w. &.*rf-5qmt.t of f~t"

ftpmtmb Ts=eratuzfe Cooftidam~t,

5002.93 5.67

100 6.55 6.55

1Ma 10.73 7.15

20001350 7.72
2e.n 8.29

3m0 C953R~4
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STAI, X (cot.)

0Caomoition: B-Ta-551f-37C

O a. Corrected Measured Data

0 Specimen Thermal Percant
Tmerature, Specimn Rxpansion, Deviation from

0°C _ _pansonL in. in./in. x 10- 3  Least sq•4res fit

828 0.00912 4.89 6.27

" O0.01190 6.38 8.60
1182 0.01375 7.37 0.68
1139 0.01561 8.37 5.37
1466 0.01716 9.20 8.43
1626 0.02036 10.92 6.41O 1741 0.02235 11.98 7.04
2040 0.03458 18.54 13.700

b. Least-Square-Fit of Data

TemetueTher.al Thermal fxpaastonTemperatures Rzpanston, Temperature Coefficient,
0 C in. /in . a 10- i n. !in. !C x 10-6

500 2.41 4.83
10•0 5.91 5.91
1500 10.38 6.92

200 15.82 7.91

2-W0 22.24 8.89
3000 29.64 9.88

00
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( III, A, Tank 1--Developinnt of Microcootte (coat.)

S-- froa the expansion of haahut ionoc~arbide. The d~fferencea in expinalon at
the higher toeoratures. 2000C and over, are undoubtedly due to the immrston

of the Ta-Mf alloy precipitate phase into the Ta--f axnocarbide structure,

The thermal expausion of the two copoeitloc can be

) expressed by the folloving equation:

a- Al (T-25) + A2 (1-25)2

where a - linear thermal expansion

T - temperature, *C

For Composition 8Ta-54Uf-3C: For Comoeition BTa-55Bf-37C:

A1 = 5.685 x 10-6 in/in../*C A1 - 4.163 x 10- 6 in./in./*C

A 1.096 x 10-9 in./in./C A - 1.949 x 10-9 in.lin./*C2 2

e. Thermal Diffusivity

The results of thermal diffisiviry asssuremuts on .hre.

nicrocorposite coupveirions, 3Ta-55f-37C, 137a-5OJf-37C, and 1Ta-&451fi-37C,
&aze presented in Table K1. No sigmificAnt differences exist in the values at

ambient temperature. At 50"C, the difftrences in data are considered to be

typical of the scatter found in this deteraioation. A cowar-e-&u ol these

data with the literat ui (Raference 8) *how*s the data te be slghtly lwr

than the reported value of 0.08 cm2/sec for tantalum w rbtds and 0.0 2 ca//e

) for hafuium carbide.

Page 99
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?smeratuzu, Thersal Diffusivity,

305 0-55-37 Abet0.029
Ambient0.028

540 0.033)

504-55-37 Ambient 0.036 )
Ambient0.026

1 07 33-W037 Amoeat 0.027

540 0.039

30713~01Ambiout 0.023

3.6-45-37 hbmt0.023VI iwat 0.029
540 0.029
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III* A. Task I-Dovelopenot of Microca~oite (cant.)

4. Task SMEner

The significaut resul~ts of this work vre svmmrie~d as follows:

a. A low ozygea cor.,nt in the starting sateri~a was foamd

to be required to czm* the desired solution and precIp~tatf.m1 t-f '.ý'e tanta.lu-

hafnus mtalr~ alloy phase in the cartido Ursias.

b.* The optimum cotailitimsa for fabrtcating the microcomponm:,te

are: hot-preasing temraftue', 23O00*ý time, 15 miniutes; pressure, 3000 psi:

and cooliag rate, 500*C/ainuze.

C. The mbient mbd elevated teoeraturs flexure st"iugth of

the uicrocoinpcmite wee significantly hi~ther in coapariaon to typical strengths

of tantalum ad hafsnium w'ocarbides.

4. Large dAtfereame in flexure strength for a Sivea copo.-

sitiot could be corrulsted In voe cases virii the appear~nce of the fractured

surfaces of the spocineaas.

a. A significant decrease -. *-tained in the zodulue of
*elasticity for the comoition Ire-556f-37C. ac+Ik was found to decresase

vitkh incvamiug hafadac, tent bocaww of the lowe- mo&il%. of the hafauis.

f. The flexure strength of c~omoitioc v 7 as

found4 r-o aIncrease ..itt~ tompevature to 1100*C TI'-s phenomeic Is balieved duo

to ik.- occurrence of strves relief through the Initiation of creep in Ow.

mital pbe.this streagth istcrAwse was *early three times Vtt m. sLUt

t.~ratr.str"Sth.

I. f
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U18, A, Took 1-iDevelopmmot of Microcompnette (cont.)

p. Excellent crack arresting charactairistics were exhibited
ot eIvatm4 timperatumu because of the large amounlt 14 plastic deformation.

h. The thermal expansion characeteristics closely followed
* the expazw Lon behavior for hafnuim monocarbide up to 1600% af ter which sowe

6''iation occurred.

i. The th,3rmal diffuuivity data were slightly lover t-ien

The reported datft for Eifnium monocarbide.

B. TrASK 2-VLPO OF TAIF!ALUN-CARBIDS-LINED TANTALUM~._
CARSIDE/CARBCt HYEREJITECTIC COMP'OSITE

The objective of this' woek waR to inv"edtigate the major fabrication
wvarfn)lea :or foij.ing the hypereutectic composite, to de~velop a fab-Acati=nT
p~rocess suitable for scal.r-up, characterize mer-heAdcal and thermal properties
at ambent and elevated temperatures, and to develop a method for providing a
ITaC liner ozu a hypereut.'ttic substrate.

direct reitnefso n rpcsigtcniu.Ths o-rs n fusiott-

c~mrng inmrs s sowmin Figure 56.

Th urae hmbttadsind obeoertd at 0psi(

of fowig hliu durng h3 ypeeuteticdro cating Illio enerstheý'H ih ot n lwstruhcro ih Wc xedn , ~i
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U so, I, Task 2--Dasveio t of Tmtalam-Cabide-Lined Tantal•s
Ceubido/Catbcn Hypemieuctlc Ooip"sue 'cant.) (

0,25 in. of the paphIte diet. The use of flowing helium during the furnace

"fq*tf. prewNO the atmosphere within the tube from becoming cloudy with

1bab vpor, thus mOabling accurate temperature measurements in the black

b* hole vIthJ the graphite fuslm casting mold. The pressurized system 0
S ymatJ reduces cublistiom of the graphite and vaporization of the powder*

beiag melted, thus enabling good compositional control of the starting materials.

T7 etature measurmnts ar" made through two callb:ated

quarzt glss windows with a Model 95-14 Pyro-Micro-Optical Pyrometer. Tempera-

* is controUae by a powerstat which controls the input voltage to -the

set~urble-zore raactor. Figure 57 is a close-up view of the control panel

ekwing the accessory controls. A temperature programer has bean built into

the antrol.41rcuit which permits controlled heating and cooling rates or

cmstant tum arrests to be automatically maintained within the furnace.

Atomatic qoaation of the contro.ler Is accdoplished by a silicon phctodiode

samsor which maAures total radiation from the black body hole. A closed-loop

power control uaimtains a constant set power level to the lurnace. lTine manua!

adjusmnts of the saturable core Teactor can also be acwawplUched with the

pogrmog r. am

for hot-pressing operations, double actiAg hydraulic rams

we operated simultaneously or independently. Loads are transmitted from the

-wo to mater-cooled, copper rmi which extend through O-ring seals into the

furnace chmber. Control of th two hydraul-fz ram is maintained by separate

pressure gapes ad needle valves.

Power is supplied to the furnace by a 175 kv, 440 v,

sinle-hase, sta• o transformar having an output of 8 v and a delivery (~)
€•scp~ty up to 22,000 sq. 2he output of the trmaformer is controlled by a

saturable core reactor. Power Is transmitted tV the furnace by 1000 WEX super

flexible welding cables.
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=m It it" ak D--- Iq - of Taata3buo-CCszbi@s-Lind Testalum

skdsjei&. IbPervtectic CAOPOti (camt.) (

The fu~sio Nd dro outing technique is performed In
the fetlUNf -: 0w

(1) Tntali mocso ids powder in blended with graphite (9
paidr to IU swat ompoitiom desired and hot-pressed to form a dene

qyLtulel compact in Orde to minimize the sie of the meltint crucible. (
(2) TMw compact is inserted into a graphite crucible-

.&d Wc& JS direct eSitMeoe heated. A step in the i=nr 4ieNteT

eepenu" the cmucible section from. the mold CAvity and retains the comact

(3) 7Th copact is n irormly heated to r temperature C)
belmo the lquidus with the hbeting rate programed to prevent overshooting of

the desired taeraturs. As the compact is melted, the molt is gravity fed (
1ito the sold cavity belom which it is then cooled at a controlled rate to

p.-odmo graphite flakes of the desired shape, size, and distribution.

(4) After castm , the hypereutectic smple is removed

by splitULag the die.

co Casting Demvelopment

(1) roweat'we

Mhe most critical processing paraeter Is the

iemieratzi of the mwt. Ihe tseeature t approach but not exceed the

3qm"M tameratwe In th hypereutectic reion. This region, as shon ino

P.. W6
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III, B Task 2-Development of Tantalum-Carbide-Lined ITantalus
Carbide/Carbou Bypereutectic Composite (cont.)

Dthe tantalum-carbon phase diagram developed by Rudy and Karao. figure 51B

(Reference 2), locates the eutectic tumperatuize at 3445 + 5*C. The liquides

Dtemperature is approzimate and is depicted by the dotted lis. Above the

liquidue temperature, the melt will dissolve carbon from the graphite crucible,

causing deviation from the required composition. At temperatures far belom

the liquidus, undissolved carbon wall arpear in the structure. In addition,

insufficient temperature above the euteatic results in improper flow an! too

rapid solidification of the malt.

) (2) Time at Temperature

The tius required to equilibrate the carbide-

graphite compact in the melting region of the graphite casting mold is dependent

upon the temperature gradient that develops along the length of the graphite

mold and the mao of the hypereutectic compact. It is imperative that the run

be terminated once melting is completed to min~ize reaction of the cast billet

with the graphite mold.

) (3) Grxiite Casting Mold Design

Initisl scale-up of the fusion casting of the T&-C
hypereutectic compositloca required designing a sold capable of melting end

casting bi•lets 1.5 ir. dia by 3.0 in. long. In establishing the mold design,

the following criteria va-e satisfied:

(a) Provide sufficient total resistancs to achleve

and maintain temperatures from 3300 to 36:00%.

) Main•ain a uniform ta ture aion the

length of th4 melting cavity to *ssure uniform Pelting of the coact.

Page 107
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~ III, B, Task 2-Development of Tantalu-Carbide-Linod Tantalus
Carbide/Carbon Pypereutectic Composite (cont.)

1, 9 (c) Develop a rapid quench of the melting in the

casting cavity below the salting cavity.

S(d) Provide an adequate wall thickness to account

• for graphLte sub.imatiou and to contain the melt.

)•.. (4) Castings 1.5 in. dia b7 3.0 in. long

The appearance of a typical as-cast 1.5-in.-dia by

3.0-in.-long billet is shown in Figure 59a. The bottom of the billet,

contained som ",-old shut" extending approximately 0.5 in. Sood temperature

control stninized carbon pickup from the die and no reducion in the OD of the

billet was necessary. The mate-Aal on the top of the billet near the melting

cavity increases in carbon concent since the aelt is hotter and more favorable

for reacting with the graphite die. After cropping both euds, billets approxi-

mately 2.5 in. long, solid and defect free, as shown by the croas-sectional

view in Figure 59b, were obtained. A total of 25 billets of this size were

cast from the following comoeitions.

TaC, C, C, C,
YI/o YI at%* VtX**

--- so 20 62.2 3 ,873
70 30 67.9 6.461

60 40 73.2 9.702
50 50 78.2 13.879

*The b i -bein ta.
O *he balance being TaC.

"The material required for the mbient and elevated taemperature property

characterizatims and HIS notsle inserts for thermal shock and corrocion tests

Yore obtained from these billets. This sin* billet can be cast vith approxi-

mately 901 probability that a solid, usabl* billet will he attained.
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III, 5, Task 2--Developmnt of Tantalum-Carbide-Lined Tantalta
Carbide/Carbon Hypereutectic CoqMosit (cont.)

D (5) Srp'-Up to 4.2-in.-dio by 3.0-in.-lo•g Castings

bScale-up to produce 4.2-in.-dia by 3.0-in.-long

D billets was accomplished in a graphite sold designed to satisfy the saw

criteria established for casting the 1.5-in.-dia billets. The sold design

that evolved after takeug these criteria into consideration was found to bia

very similar in configuration to the mold design used for casting the 1.5-in.-dia

billets except a center tube wva incorporated la the casting cavity to provida

a hollow casting and tr minimi•e ID sachitng of unsalm 4aserze..

0"e first trial casting was made With an 00 vio

-Aft TaC-O v/o C caqact "'.ighing 2500 •. A 4.2-1in.-O by 2-in.-ID by 1.2-in.-

high bt'elt was cast. Evidance of shui sb~t" as sh'mm in Figure 60 was found

Saidway throug the thickness of the billet. The seltine toeperature was

incrassed Aw4 a succassful tas ,as was %ade as showvi in Figure 61. Figure 62

•'a,• a se•tiot viev taken at ta* r tnter of the billet. The grain structure

) 4t small acd .mifors thrmlhout the "all thickness and the*ie is no evidence

of Pornsity.

Melting of coqiacts weighing SCO ga was required

to o#ta~in r4 no~tkl 1toserts. IMP. as-cmat appearance of a SOOO-ge ballet is

show-a in TI'lare 63. ',nta 4.2-in.-OD by 2.0-in -ID by 2.25-in.-high billet

Ox.-ftd nc. ,vldence of "cold *hu-" or oiptng and minimal reaction with the

gra•.ita mld liovevtr, aelt leaked iuto the inner cavity of the groohlte

,.nter tube ,hur-1n ýs*ixing, &A&Tn4 e c€.vity the billet.

43
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Filn. 62. teetita)l View nf Secontd 4.2-in..-dia T&C-C BIllec
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ItI

~~ ~Figuret 63. As-Cast Appearazier of SNIO gin, 4.2-in.-dia, Te*C-C Billet
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III, B, Tuk 2-Development cf Tantalua-Carbide-Lined Tantalum
Carbide/Carbon Hliperiratectic Composite (cont.)

2. Material Properties Characterization for Hypereutectic
Composites

a. lexure Strength

TestinS was accomplished on 0.25-in. by 0.25-in. by

2.0-in. specimens using three-point loading on a 1.5-in. span. A crosshead

travel rate of 0.02 in./minute was used for all tests up to 1100"C. Above

this temperature, a rate of 0.2 in./minute was used. Preparation of the
specimens was the sae as previously dercribed for the aicrocomposite composi-

tions. Tests were made at ambient, 540, 1100, 1650, 2000, and 2200"C.

The test results are reported in Table XII. The compo-

4ition is reported as the volume percent (v/o) of graphite flake (the carbon

in excess of the eutectic) for ease in correlation with microstructures. The

eutectic composition is 61 + 0.5 at% carbon Figure 58). Expressing the

eutectic in v/o T&C (containing n-49.4 atZ carbon) and v/o carbon gives an

81 to 19Z mixture, respectively. Figure 64 is a plot of volume percent of

carbon and graphite flake versus atomic percent carbon. The composition of

each sample was calculated from density measurements. & carbon analysis at

the fracture surface was also determined on each specimen after testing. These
swtalyeen of the speci=s at the 16aCLuze surface did noc appear reprusentative,

probably because of the small mount of material used which was not representa-

tive of the carbon content 'n the sample. When a larger sample was removed

from the specimen, a correlation was found between the car).t, content derived

by analysis and calculated from density measurements. Therefore, carbon

compositions were derived by density ueasitrements since this io the most

ocoomial, •measurement.

Pse 116 )
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TABLE XII

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF TaC-C HYPEIMUTECTIC
COMPOSITIONS WITH VARYING CARBON CONTENTS

Graphite Flake Modulus of
Temperature, Specimen Content,* Flexural Strength, Ela ticlty,**
_____C Number V/o psi 10 ____"

'?Ambient 447A A 1-7,650 318.2

441B 9 14,810 31.5
443A 8 14,540 33.0
439E 12 6,310 20 0
446C 15 6,090 20.6
446A 15 5,640 24.8
441C 9 5-190 30.9
446B 15 4,610 25.1
438B 15 4,150 17.8
438C 18 3,970 13.2
438A 11 3,260 28.0
446D 17 2,860 22.8
443F 20 2,120 14.3
443D 19 1,480 13.5
443B 17 820 13.1

S540 451C 8 27,260
451E 9 9,400
451F 10 20,250 35.2
460E 9 2,330 30.3

9 460G 9 6,810

1100 437A 9 7 .940
437C 9 54100
452A 9 6,370
460F 9 7,570
462A 11 2,040

f. y 462D 10 14,850 29.4
463G 11 7,170

1650 446E 14 14,240 24.7
446F 12 26,190
462B 13 12,730
4621 10 14,020

1000 443G 20 4.460 16.7
461A 19 8,450

2200 437A 9 16,130
443G 22 4,470
4;371 10 16.140
443H 22 8,930
450A 13 14,163
462C 4 33,150

*On the ba.It of density meaurements.

**All moduli taken at ambient temperature.
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79 60 F_______________

S1.

5 j

~39~.20L

60 70 80 90

Carbon Contont, Atorie %

Fil2pre 64. Correlation of Volume Percent Carbon and Graphite Flake
vith Atomic Percent Zartbf. for T&C-C Hypereut.ctic (
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III, B, Task 2-Development of Tantalum-Carbide-Lined Tantalum
Carbide/Carbon Hypereutectic Composite (cont.)

A plot of ambient tsmperature strength data versus carbon

content i. shown in Figure 65. Ambient temperature specitsans containing a low

graphite flake content (8 to 9 v/o C) normally tad high strength.s, from 14,540

to 17,650 pisi. The compositions containing high flake contents k19 to 20 v/o C)

had low strengths in the range of 1480 to 2120 psi. Widespread aixTrences in

strength at the sam compositions were found which led to evaluation of the

microetructure of each specimen at the fracture surfaces to determine struc-

tural differences.

Specimen No. 451c, tested at 540%C had a high flexure

strength, 27,260 psi. The microstructure of this specimen shovn in Figure 66a

consisted of short, thin, and very evenly dispersed graphite flakes in the

eutectic matrix. Specimen No. 460. had low strength, 2330 psi, and a micro-

structure with graphite flakes that were long, coarse, and randomly dispersed

64 *hjwa in- Figure 56b. The zi-rctructura1 appearancc of specimen !o. 460C,

which had an intermediate strength, 6810 psi. is stown in Figure 67.. The

graphite flakes in this specimen are intermadinte in size and distribution in

comparison to fiakes in those specimens (460. and 451c) having low and high

strengths. Specisn, No. 451a, with a strength of 9400 psi, had a microstructure

(Figure 67") which more closely resembles the mlcrostructure characturistic of

the high strength composite, specimen No. 451c. However, the light areas

arowud the graphite flake" can be deacLQ.ed as "divorced carbide." These

areas were fornwd during solidification of the melt ;hereby graphl'te from the

eutectic tena to diffuse to the graphite flake arem leaving single-phase

S) tantalum carbide .eglons surroumding the primary graphite.

S) The specimens tested at 1100C had fairly uniform

strengths in the range of 6000 to 6000 psi. The uicrostrueutres oi these

specimen at the fracture ,urfa.es were very smlilar in ,pearsnc* to the

microstructure of specimen No. 460f which is shown in Figure 66a. Specimen

]Pag 119K)
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4.

a* Specimcai No. 4503 convo~eitions 12v/o CGrapýAto Flake..
Flem.,re Strength, 27,260 psi

~''Speciawin M). L60E, Co~opoticxi: 9v/c 5raphlt- Flzks,
Flexure Str'netho &,3yi p~-lt

Figure 66 Mtrrostr~ict.4rv of Two -CHte tct S ien
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I a~~ specswu M-,4o~~60g, Cot~rositio~n 9v/o Graphite. Flake,
FIm~rs Strength. 6810 pal

iý* S*Aqwi No. L~s., Octposmamsi 9ýv/o Granhite Flake.,
f~*Assw St. ,tIq , 91400 Pat
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a. Spe me o L0F, cpIiin ,/o Grpht Flke
FDxre6rei-Lh 117 s

a. Specimen No. 162a, Cornposition: 91v/o Graphite Flake.,
Flexure Strength 75704 psi

Fiur 6. icotrctra Cmarsos f a-C Hy -eteti

b.Spcme o.i62,Composit ion ll/od arpht Flake,

FleureStrngt 2l'vc psi3
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III, B, Task 2-Dewlopuent of Tantalum-Carbide-Jined Tantalim
Carbide/Carbon iyperoutectic Composito (cont.)

No. 462a had the luwest strnagth, 2040 psi, of the specimens tested In this
eeries. Tie uicrostruct.ure of this specimen shown in Figure 68b had a high K!I
cancentratiou of lcug, randomly dispersed, graphite flakes in the region of

fracture.

The specimtas tested at 1650C underwent noticeable )
plastic deformation. Strengths ait this point become apparent values since

the flexure formula is not valid. The specimens were capable of sustaining

loads over a longer period of tim than the microcomposite or other carbide

composites previously tested. At ti.is test temperature and at the lover

temperatures, the hypereutectic coupositea exhibited outstandine resistance

to crack propagatisn. The graphite flakes readily dissipate crack energies.

A "steir-2tep" crack pattern occuirs across the thickness of the specimens as )

shcon in Figure 69. Figure 70a shows the microstructure of specimen No. 446f

which had the highest eProngth at 1650C, 26,190 psi. The flakes in this

microstructura are relatirely coarse because of higher '.rbbci content; however,
the lengt1h of the flakes was relatively short. Figure 70b snows the micro- N

structure for specimen No. 462i, whilch had umusually short grephite flakes.

* aThe Apecimens tested at 2200C had considerable strength

variation. The higheast strength of 33,1O psi was obtained with specimen

No. 462S which had a 4 v/o gsraphite flake. The microstructure -if this 8;-,ýClPen,

v.1gura 71a, hid relatively thin, hort, evenly dispersed graphite flk.s,. The

compraition having high carbon conteuts (12 v/o graphite) had extremely ..Ow

stre.gth. 'ii'are 71b shows the heavy graphite flake distribution in, specimen

N4o. 443g which had the lowest flexure strength, 4470 psi.

iP
( )
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5OI

* .Sample No. L62g, Compositions 14v/o Irsphits Flake.,
Flexure Strength, 3j,150 Dal

5M1

~~ b. Sample No. WCa~, CO."cMtAw: 22v/o Graphite FlAkep
Flexure Strwrgthf LL-70 psi

j ijuro 71. KiIcrostructural Campot1.ons of TbC-C yeutci
Cot-iln Tesc~d at 2200*C
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IUO as Task 2-4eielopman of T-ntalmm-Clrbide-Lined Tantalum
Cerbide/Caibon lypereutectic Composite (coot.) -

b. Modulus of glasticity

Somic modulus of elasticity measuremnts were made at
.1.at temperature an flemre specimens prior to flexure testing. The comic

modalus data wer presented in Table X11. The correlation between ths modulus

of e~sttcity 4nd carbon content is shown in Figure 72. Specimens with graphite )
ontents of 9 to ll v/* bd moduli of approzimately 30 x 106 psi. The modulu

of elasticity decread significantly with Increasing carbon contents to a

leavel of approximately 13 z 10 p6i for compositions with 18 to 19 i/o graphite.

C. Thezmal pansio.

Two hypersutectic compoitions representative of the loi w )
mnd bM& carbom contents, 9 v/o and 16 v/o graphite flaWk, were selevted for

linear expasion mesuraments from 25 to 2172*C. These specinow wore tested

VUa% Ike procedures and equipsmnt previously described for thermal expansion

moureemt oan the picrocomposits. The test restlts are premeuted in _
Table 11I. To section b of both tables, the thermal expansion data have

been eaxptased in tene of total thai.al expansion, in.Iin. 1 10"3, end as a

tbermel emxpaio coefficient, in.Ii o PC x 10-6.

A plot of th tiarmals wVmselon d&ta for the two comos- -. )

tiom as a ftmctiov of teperature is ibown in figure 73. For comparative

pftspes ttarual a sslos date for stoidhomettic TxC as reported in the

teras (Referenc 7) and calculated (to X-ry ditfraction "d" spacings
hmv been incluede I.z the figure. A comparison of the expnsmtae curves sho"

ka both f•upwttaw cloely1 follm• tbA expansion behavior of tantaluft

fts, • 16 v/P SrsW 9 rosoeitiou had a sightly Moor Mansion,

ie1dtbar Wi.fe dfereac& cm be attributisd tz dlfferce ft cartww contest

Pap 128
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LDIEA UM33W ZVANSIOU Dhi~D4t S (J
lo0t TsC-C, wRnuinCr.c OcaeoMoSs

fiwl~t16 !LO Graphite uIaiw(9

a. Conuted Msmftur" Data

speutume TU Ia
____________In iu1n./s 10 Leat fm;Fit

783 0.01016 5.64 3.92 C
j1024 0.01291 7.42 0.22

12M 0.01542 8.66 1.110
1420 0.01799 10.34 1.10
1626 0.01957 11.25 6.62 C

tes0.02390 13.73 0.29

b9 JUmt-square-7tt of Data

Tooraton ur.. Ooatr offcdt

2014.93 1.47

1889 7.65

ko0
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(~) TABLE XIII (tout.)

{) Couositiou: 9 v/o GOeghits Flake

a. Correated iessured Data

Specimu Thenal Percent
Temperaturet, Specimen Expumio,, Deviationtram".rw 0C japasiou. in. in.!in. x 10-3 Least %Uars Pit

737 0.00753 4.31 2.83

O 1081 C.e1M!i 6.76 0.22

1253 0.01430 8.19 ý.06

140 0.01647 9.43 0.16
1684 0.01943 11.13 0.69

1873 0.02206 12.64 1.26

2172 0.02514 14.41 2.59

b . Least-Square-.it of Data

Thermsa Thermal Ixptsion
Temperature, Exp.me ion Temperature Coeffcoent,

S_"c_____ iu./1n. z i n ./1./' x .Xc0C 3
500 2.91 5.82

1000 6.19 6.15

1500 9.71 6.47

2000 13.45 6.72

32500 17.42 6.9%

3000 21.62 7.20

P

0 "e]

o
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III, B, Us~k 2-Developuant of Tanta1um-Carblde-Lin~d.Tua
Carbide/Carbon Hypesreu.tectic Ccaposfte (ccut.)

Thermal expansion of the P.o. cmouioeitfous can be

*xprrised by the follow~ing equ~tiofl.Ai(-9

LXuA (T-25) + A(-5

w~hore a - linear thermal expans ion

T- teverature, *C

For Composition 9 Y/o Graphite. For Cosqoaition 16 v/o Crap~lte:
5.0 -6 -6

A3'590x10 i~jin. /1M C A. 7.311 x 10 in./19./*C
-919

A 0.~4562 x .10 in ./in./*C A -0.1289 r 1(-9 ind/in.PC2 2

d. Thtez"1 Diffu~sivity

The result. (J theraai ~iffuolviry eassurwi-azs on Tbhre

TsC-C byperftutectic ipcu"tions is pzesen'ýed In rahie XIV. The dlff*ereites

in 4,hts are c-,cs~dored to ba typical of the #cat-wer foma4 In this detenzvtion.

A coaparlsmn of these data with the literatwr* (W~erenc* 8) whowe tte &,to to

be cioipbl.y lowver than th* reported value of O.G8 ca"e for tsscta1lm

amcoc-rb! do.-

3. DeYa- fVCutaP~- 'c&~*f; & ie

riate vpulished cc rt 41ffcioa rateA It tbe le-C tlaxrv

esy'em ant Iteliel. Difftueom& coefficlobts for caribou in TeC boueea 17)00
aW 70 vier* ;'&ea aisd t~y Ratnick sad $*1tgiA (Reatrzcm 4). A valu~e of

%.5x .10~ CSl was *3beerv"n at 2ibOOC. Iris" (keftroace 1-) detstwtUiia

the 4!offhini4 cwfftlclats 4f wbc~ tit TaC loetawe 2100 sad 260C% Mn

--vp~rt*A a wViue of 2.22 a ).&' a'h'c 0C 20'ýQOC.

4 rAge !33
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TABLE XIV

TU3SWL DIYIUMVTT )AJMT

PCUISs cmgsý*ticu 2inpratvare, lbrnal f utelwity.

45Ambien1 t 0.059

775 0.04S-

775 0. "a

540 0.050

775 0.054

459 8 blamt 0.055 )
540 0.046

~,40 0.046

775 0.035

PAW13



Rafeence11 asoThoe d ~k te dffsion coefficiento ron i To wnatalnear depen-r

Thisialue, fro'a litea doep rz~e pore tor r600. ihould rms deitn Taidcotinu

tatbove tantil-C, the" diffus on r withcu~ Tae- hyedequatec shoul prv~not f.sion

ates Ta hiheoug aet rvd s otingg of suitabe hisab Ti e latcn *ttib:Ater. howfvr

veeral e fo asosoedta the diffusion coefficient. wDt w"e!larature.o

abov 260%, he lfTo= rsta#blish 'b~te utbe oq taCfo roviti~ r4 a ftfeCo-C

bypreadTeCcotingo sustt.culd bem ahikaeced This prcess" I parmriers we tio ans

increasig ativae tuionoe by, rEin T e with timoaun.Terapdt. ise datn wecreasn

considered to be of the same ordtr of magrittitde as those for To reacting writh

the T&C-C L~yperout~ectic. Diffuoion couples were made of Ta met carloon and

uannaled at tomerature from 260C, tQ 3200*C.

The taralin sau4 l used iti this inv.esrticion was 325 vAea1

powder of 99."9 * vt? pu~rity. The chmilcal analysis of th~e powder is show-, ink

table I. The powder was packsed iz a 0 .5-in.-dta hole dr fed in ma ATJ grai.

graphite block and placed in a &imphite beater whiidh in turn was f~i*vrted lavu
~ Ithe resistvnce furz&si* shownin Liu tire 56. Th* farexce w&at ot'-,asesd vtali

being heats4 to ",WOC uinder vecu~uu backfilhld to 4 *to 6~f i-1m end tl~en

b~sted to h- desrald Wfuiffai s=Azea teq~erstrsa at AWC/stua~ie. ter/

pe;&ttres were wamsur*4 witk a Laeda sod VorthrW a~tical orro..3 .er on h

gropkite be"s4-! at % point I in.t above the sw~.After Mt.uep ttw bic*-

amesse cf the tarite l6 ayers wez* meesur'4 at taknirrpb oen at 50 to

'I -

115 i-"
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S~The carbide layer growth data, listed in Table XV, show

tba resulting T9a2C and TaC layer thicknesses. A revi•d of these data indi-

S~Cate# that the TstC layer growth was minimal, <0.1 cm at 2600, 2850, and 30006C,

i" for all durations up to 23 minuteR. In addition, a Ta2C layer was formed.

t2

S! ~The phases preeent .in the &-ffusion layer developed at 3100*C for 2 minuted

Sare ahewn in a photmicrogranra fr. Figure 74. A TaC layer 0.1 cm thick was

Sformd A.t 3200*C in 10 m:ýnutes along with appreciable Ta2 C...

Sb. Tantalum Diffusion in TaC-C Hypereutectic _

S~TaC liners were formed by reacting Ta metal with TaC.-C

S~~hypereutectic substrates on the ID of 0.75-in.-OD by 0.20-in.-ID by 0.5-in.-

: •long specimene. Trhe processq temperature was 3300*1C and duration was 10 minutes.

SI Although the temperature approach•ed the melting temperature of the substrate

. ~~(3•44*0) and was therefore a difficult process, a 0.i-cm-thick coating as ...

S•~~~howa in Yi~ure 73 was ottained. The undesirable Ta2C layer formation was ...

I2

lIT BThe Te slm ts of this work tre sb mar-zed as follows:

a* The ability- of the fusioý,. and drop casting process to

- : •I• and cnet Ta'-C billets up to 4,2 in. in diameter has been demonstrated°.-

Sb. Strength variation for a S iven compostteon at the same

I tbat teseratul t .aCn be a orrelated wich she morphology of the sraphite flake

clAte tas t th e layrhn, grwort in length, and 0venly dispersed art conducive to
TbatC •insstee e ycthe for a givean oa el ihna.

gs e T o t Page 136
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TABLE XV

STKhIAR7 OF DIFFUSION DATA FOR CABSON IN
T& AND TaC-C RYPEREUTECTIC

"* t iffusion Diffusion (cm) 1  W
S Te~u eratur CC !im_.e _n WTaC Ta c

Ta-C 2600 5 N.D. 2  1.8 x 10

2850 1 3.8 x 10-3 1.4 x 10-2

3000 1 1.9S x 102 1.5 x 102

3000 2 2.4 x 102 42 x 10 2

3000 5 3.2 x 10 5-3 x 10 2
-2 1-2 '

.i 3000 20 4.3 x i0- 6.4 x10

3000 23 8.9 x 10 2  8.8 x 10

3100 2 2.6 x 10..
3200, 1 2.1 x 102 2.8 ' i0-2

3200 3 6.0 x 10- 2

3200 10 1.1 x 101

(TaC-C)-Ta 3300 10 1.1 x 10-I nil

1. W -Width of carbide layerI _ 2. Not Cetectable

.) Page 137
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I IS

IU ioo lnetched1 ~~Figure 74. Typical Diffusi~on Zone of Ta-C Sample-31OOC for 2 sinntee

WII

-AW # Liner

50 Urn~tced(7

fIgurs 75. TYpical Diffustav Formed T&C Unair on &C
Hyporeuiticttc Substrote

ZNA.ge 9

"INo
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III, B. Task 2-Development of Tantalts-Carbide-Linad Tantalum
Carbide/Calbon Hypereutectic Cmpoqite (cant.)

F) c. The strength and modulus at ambient lempercture decreased

significantly vith increasing carbon content. This same conclusion regarding

F)elevated temperature strength data ts not readily apparent because of the

limited ntmber of tests.

d. The thermal expansion characteristics closely followed

the expansiou behavior for tantalum monocarbi-de.

e. The thermal diffuoivity data were slightly lower than

) the reported data for tantalum monocarbides.

f. A diffusion process for forming a TaC lit:er on a TaC-C

9 hypereutectic substrate was successfully -'qonstrated.

C. TSK 3-THE- AL SHOU RESISTANCZ EVALUATIONS

The objective of this task yas to determine the thermal shock

resistance of the aicrocorrposite and TaC-C hypereutectic compositions and from

this thermal shock resistance establish their suitability for high-temperature,

solid propellant nozzle applications. Two microcompolite compoet-z' s,

8Ta-55Wf-37C and 8Ta-54Mf-38C, and TaC-C hypereutectic oompositions,. wth

variations in graphite flake contents from 7 to 20 v/o, were evaiuated.

1. Etperimental Setup iv ___ertheral _nvir ___al Simulator

) The Hyperthiermal E~nvirvn~mentrl Simulator (HES), shove in
Figure 76, vas used for the thermal shock testing. The HLS is a hie.-pressure,

1-veaaevatt plasma generator facility, developed for wate-isl studies In which

controlltd rocket motor canbustiop environmunts and thermal stress cooditious

can be sinulated•. The HS system can be oprsteod at pressures tip t3 500 psig,

1) •Pga 139
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1II, C, Task 3--Thermal Shock Resistance Evaluations (cont.)

at gas texperatures to 1U,000'F, and at flow rates between 1 and 20 lb/minute,

S) depending on the gas composition and enthalpy required. At maxiUim power, in

* excess of 1.2 megawatts, the system is capable of being operated for durations

up to 5 minutes. The unit can be operated with nitrogen, nitzogen-hyirogen

mixtures, and simulated propellant combustion mixtures including carbon dioxide,

- carbon monoxide, hydrogen, hydrogen chlorine, nitrogen, oxygen, and %ater. To

duplicate the thermal shock environment of a rocket engine, initial heat flux

to the sample usat be high. The test procedare for HES thermal shock tests is

to start Ngs flow at full flow rate and then to start the arc at the full

power level. The resulting start transient is similar to a rocket motor st::t

transient.

The candidate composite bodies selected for thermal shock

verification were prepared as swell, tubular specimens with an ID of 0.20 in.,

OD of 0.75 in., and & length of r.75 in. for the microcoawoites and 0.5 in.

for the hypereutectic composites. Each composite specimen was press-fitted

I nto an ATJ %raphite backup. The insert/graphite assembly was pressed into a

cylindrical silver-infiltrated tungsten holder. The use of a holder possessing

a high strength and a high modulus of elasticity was foumd to be requirtJ to
prevent the graphite backup from cracking during f 4 ring due to the higher expan-

sion of tht carbide insert.

The arrangemenr Of the specimen in the grarhite backup after

attachrmnc to the HES noAzle. is shown shrewtcally in Figure 77. The overall

- fci-ematic arrangement rf the HZiS test pttu. to shown in Figure 78. As shown,

the sp•c-ien wa attached to the ni.zile of the HES un.t and thermal shock

S teating v4* accp~lishad by passing the hot plrus consistinZ of a nitroSen/

helium gse mixtue through the spe Amen. A ?.)5 vw addition of helium wvas

') .•4ddd to the nitrogen plasma stream to inceaae the heat flux to the required

•i-im.a level of 2800 Utu,at 2/sec. Cold-wall hect flures dtvelop*d during the

dure~oc of the test vere measuied by the -opper calorimeter affixed at ae

exit ev-4 of the specimen.

"Page 141
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TO I MEGAWATT OC POMR IUftTv

IGUTEE
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Water Cooling Cowl1I

Calorimeter cie
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Uzi, C, ?9at 3S-Tbrmal IboCv Remistmo.e Evaluattim (cant.)

2. ftel of Inoert for 2besm1 Shock Tests

The mout important criteria In the deelp~ of Cm thental

uhe* ismmet was to amoae that 4se asterial bejif tested eiomU maerto a

witiem1 teet md properly ue1ate the coitl4s andler vl"iua rhoe watar1*

mL1.1 be tested Lai the QU.-srAle sulosu. ItarAb1WstL tid design Lo.1led
SWIVngiia dstaiJlaeg themsO Md atzre. Sria~ste of vurious da46nlm *extmc@

ke Wtism woeilda~ maceaz7 to sines Lbe !mal gradleaits eAd reduce

these smakvem.

Sms walvl thickaeesaa 0. 1b, O.5, nod 0.275 It., Nor*~

-r cwidrsd ft Cbe &m.4p of the NIS insert. Se %#lactcun of th~a thcnse
W" have.4 u-- tzIcatio CaIdermtio"m a *C- eo;e * fo hJ.-scaa *Callas

Ia m A ralastios wa yes~ emdtiow md expected matorial oioasim during

ca tsts. 9M' fvl1-,cels a...).. tesign th.t was amaI7sed wias slailar to that ()
dddmus 0. C5, 0.5. 4d 1.0 in., for the throat imert were isclwiwed it,7

Wh sma1lvfs. lodt the MR and fell-scale laserts 'mre wm&ysed with grsApaite

M £Ar1jet compter ",rogria vicb penLits met el a large

amer of cowstric cy1lmder, sed a1Iav iimsutv of different msterilm prop.-ties

fm 06C714amW"stis i 04 . malysia. 1aIn th~srpagrm.

%bme sU*tv of"i adwe tav.' in tie p:yet pria1a dwJ the rue o

gm aftele c'- ml A*& ck a titcw Wefre lwrlw ito 9-leccvpter pmojrm.

sw tid" strmas1661* Apea 'Milea vm nv~isatd b -h Otbd -.

wift~~~ ~ ~ ~ -um --lz- -rtro -bf sfln
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111, C, Task 3--Themil Shock Raaistamie E9valuaations (cowt.) i
2 2 2 42 a

Where 0 to taken so the short-tine fail2Iwe siirm~th of the .astarWa at

C)t94oratgw, and the factor 9 -rwid~ a safety 7rT corre7it~loi factor AwL

carroctiora for strse" eaacetratiou, surfow roughness due t,; mU ktR13ig. a r

other uxtrea"Dwa 1sf lammesm #~pe to affect I

)The .Jewetoca-tamperatmav flataca. w tvmth tipaWt data umW

in this pr,.Was arm abova in Fipwso n'. lim .%* t aue.tlmnted for Paloulaao'
)ratloai wtn mv odulu& of eaestccity as * foo-ction of tesperstur* are glv%-n in

Figures SO iw~d 81, rospectivaly. A atress aalyslts, u.aizg thae" est1itad

Valuaes, show"n Otat dxtrWIny bi~h tmq~tWa tatwile svrrme,* would 6dwelopI ~U ~ tcm~ ~eucmeart f the autor .iarfsov, of both the sabocals md fNIlbscale Inserts. The vsloes

obtind wrate - l above ~cthaa' ultimaee-5tra.a IF¶' ofr t vattiuil.t OO

peresetdics miisr. ispi 'daoywla usbv i ru.ein p rcper~ kadicted ofa t3i.

-~trsss--t whit% bahrvo of the imI u'mpanit ae ste slt stre raescrt a dota

an the beherw.y tk oother tefrbctritimal terialsa atr. At vac uwwd o~irf the

*t bcmaprest-tri Vbaloof4t compore~ai s~ se itoa ofThe wer1. CatI hio h

vIAMth im lwas mr iza.ted.es-t~s am rmabin oQ r

)riatdi iut$.%~* e~ dotpzprist~a~ hv h

Paoe !Os
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Ul* C, Task 3-Thermsi Shock Resistance avaluations (cont.)

Soe paramtar chocen to reflect these variations was as
follows: 0

X -(AT) (IEsac) M )

whets I - taqo reu gradientOf

to "ecant asidulu of elasticity which is ties dependent L
P m-SasmtrIcal. term which varies only with the thickness

of the lowerts.

rhe dth&.mal coefficient of expansion. a, is ials important in determinuing the
uspituds of stres. Its vuriability, however W1th time is not as Rignif1cant
as the fac&*u~ AT end I*, Analysis of ths fuli-sc&li Ihossle insert im show-.i
pqbiplI Ii$igr 3. The vebit. show that. K decroaso with thiLck*Aw,,

evm wm A la~? crowsa.e because of the decremu.. Iu ascnd P.

Th.. US insert dasigm, with wall thickmessou of 0.10. 0.13
sad 0.275 ft., ware analysed In terms of the variation of the parameter K xith C
tins. fth uepsUife of the stmzos uhich 6mwlop an the OD of the Insert
*Avbq tde Ututlta seconsb of the EMS3 tast an. preseted in Table ZVI. As
sbmu by the datm Ase Inset with a 0).275-iwi hcas a the Iowest S

This~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~-:n walllame eet~mfr eece the icknissert.
Wstresses after 0.6 mot end therefors has the best chance of surviving.

Use data frm a similar analysis of the tall-ecola inser~t
widt vesying thickees toes presented in ?sule MI. * Th variation of the
pmxuter K witk tima is shows grpqblcealy In Tlgurs 44. The insert with a 4
0.5-4s. wall thickuass was determnmed to develop the imset W~ stres of
55,,4% pdi aftetr 2 sec. of firlag. Th2 critical stresses far CA~. thickneasses(
at esM poszt in timee veto fowed to be san Ce satimsto strowth of the
utcrocamosite. Ven a papqb~te b*.t*q Is used, the stenss val-re a-, reduced0

b so "etise" I* to 2*2.

Fare10/.
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____ TAKE lVI- 9
SUB3WAL3S =5 O=. TS

VhLTIRhXOf 07 AWUM, K. wITH TunSwhere:m .ls ecstu 7

K ~ (A)((ee)P.1) ac fcatH"~
AT, AY l..) ,,. K 0.-0.. tres.. ,0

S~~at: laawlm

P s

0.6 3321 1741 M3I 26.64O 3.05 49,500 0
1.0 3m83 1878 12.5 27,000 3.2 52,600
2.2 3633 2110 12.0 27,700 3,45 -:8,300
2.6 3783 2198 i2.0 27,350 3.5 5,40 0
3.2 3845 2241 8.13 18,800 3.56 40,D0o

D. 01-a.othlck Ltm2t &E, 0.710; C) 1
0.4 3058 1637 13.2 28,600 '.9, 51,500 0
0.6 3166 18o8 12.5 28.100 3.1 33,100
0.8 329 1909 12.0 281.00 3.2 54,800
1.2 3317 2089 L. . 28,250 3.42 5,,.00C
1.6 3282 "231 8.13 16,90 3.57 41.100 1

C. -2.L1la.-W1•n , , 0.778-. 5 )
0G.2 2349 1403 16.4 32,600 2.7 53.600
0,4 2857 1735 1. 3 59•,500 1.05 54,900
0.6 3047 189 ,1,5 30,00 3.18 3,200 .
L.O 2858 U141 1.0 ?6,650 3.45 56,100
1.4 216 2256 8.13 17,000 3.58 37,100

NI

--- .... ... - - -,-..- .- -i _ :..- '-.----, ..-.. . . .. .
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TASU MVI

0 FULL-SCALE No= M. NSERT
VA-IATIO• Or pARA0SU , K, W17H TIN

0
- 0 K - (AT) (zs€ p w•e: &se lotcmt aurModulus

eeC Fy Te rature, OF (1) (0•

C)A. 1-tn.-thick Insert P - 0,815; -2(1-i) 1.64
1.0 2356 1258 16.2 31,100 2.55 48,500

)3.0 2660 1410 15.7 34,100 2.70 56,000

7.0 5596 2879 3.96 18.100 4.25 47,000

10.0 5701 1936 3.04 14,130 4.30 37,100

0 14.1 5757 2"9 2.66 11,500 4.40 33,500

- 20.0 5718 3L1• 2.34 1O•9O0 4.50 .9,900

a. 0.5-in.-thick Insert P - 0.893; (-v 1a6

2.0 5068 2625 5.0 22,700 4.0 55,400

4.0 5315 2815 3.9% 18,800 4.2 46,200

S6.0 5255 2997 2.86 13,400 4.35 35,500

10.0 4952 3302 2.18 9,650 4.70 27,700

i0 
1

C)tC. o.25-in.-*Ik Um,,zt F .o9as8; "

1.0 4622 2461 6.33 26.900 3.6 67,000

2.C 4571 2W2 3.44 15,600 4.25 40,40W

10 ý 3957 3.503 1.32 5,160 ,.9 1.,o

9.0 3537 3814 •.0 3,500 5.5 11,730

?-Me. 1533
-0 1L1- 5
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O111, C, Task 3-Thermal Shock Resistance Evalustions (cont.)

() 3. 4W r inal Results,

(~C ) M icrocomqiosite

- Dupircate themal shock tests were cettducted with the

two compositions, STa-55Hf-37C and Sra-55Uf-38C. The test coinditious,

regression cate, and weight loss a•e shown in Table XVIII. For each camposi-

tionm, one test was planned for a duration of 20 sec and the other forc 60 sec.

Three tests were as planned; tae fourth was terminated after 1b sec due to

overheating of an exhaust tube in the M unit.

hThe typical poettest appearance of an insert from each

composition is shown in Figure 85. All speclmans coatained radif' cracks,

which extended the length of the specimen. The 8Ta-558f-37C specimens remained

physical.ly intact after removal from the graphite badkups. The ra.wal crack
L'atteru. could be observed in the graphite backup aa a result of the carbtit

expending nto the graphite during the firing. This observation estblshed

that cracking occurred during heatur. rather than during the rapid cooldown.

The 8Ta-5ARf-38C specims contained more radial cracks than the STo-SSf-37C

specimens mid fractured into small sosaic segments between the radial c -ack

planes. As shown in Table VII, w. nmaterial regression was experienced in

the throat r*Siou and the amount of weight loss was insignificant.

LmIstimI of the microstructure of the 8Ta-5UWf-38C

specimns showed a mococarbide z 0.060 in. deo" on the flam surface. Metal

alloy eio•ted in large poole within the ;rain boundaries of the moiocarbi6e.

belo thu- zme, there was a grodual traititton over a distance of epprazi-

) astely 0.O•0 in. from the msaocarbie phase to the chbzz4cteristic aicrocampo-

site structure vith the metal precjpitsted throughout the graina.
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3K 31

b. Caou'siriou MT-54Hf-38C

1 31 31j a CoupOeitiou 8-le-5Sof-31C
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MO, C. twk 3--bthuaa Sb,4 JM*gsitma Evaluatl~ (cost.)

Ixostuastio of the uicuromtzrcture of the STh-SSI~f-3?C

ftwd= vm" d6 tt the rafial cracts Wt~atiatd at thin 00 sad ta3ruiated

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~" ft. fi wO. b h. cowh uue 6s the teordimatiomi

Od. vft* a4W * fUss sufm fit as iwu-t. nmhe &acteris tic preciplutied-

ftot4 aI& po ~altea tftvhmq6t ft. thIckma~s of the Ineerts. Sow of the
maft AUlW mala& mW flm" lawto d.c?*dS that oTrIAstod at the 00 of the

Us emalt, of the perforumwma eva~luatiom on this series _

ofdom *,%o twu as the ext incrocompwite e' oitions, MT-55l0t-37C

Ua~tt.-~, ae smmere~das foucm:.

(1) 5. temIA1 rupestoslz Occarrod for either como- (
GLA4 tMa, a4ip1tq mr icruss effects do not appear to be a

()U. grow materia lows by *cbwmkizi" or sjectiou

ObbtuSW-C. this Is beUevo to be e. result of the maetar volme of 'T.-f

Sowe &IU7 Is tow arid* bmdafrles in amariam tA am,-541f-36c.

11%cb tballm~l SAWck rawetafte evalustfoa of the TOC-C ~

ma-. eump"ltm, .t~xtw tast c ~o~c tod toe evaluaste vvartacicsa im

*Wbas amew mdoterc of the TsC flae. Usexr on cbs rTc substrate

lS kwo mItlv ~tsof tqpthr vIth toot am4itom.a * egr~eesie rates, ad

wmdk i ma one auft I% ra m Pre"tedinL Table US. (
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1 111, C, Tak 3-Thermal Shock Resistaneb Evaluations (cont.)

Tn the first aeres of tests which were conducted on

inserts without a TaC liner, the variation in carbon content was expected to

provide a va:iat4 •a in resistance to thermal shock. However, none of the

(foitr inawkts tested cracked. There was no significavt materi&I regression.

Figure 87 showo the sxtellent poottest appearance of t'- ta&rt from composi.-

tion 7 v/o graphite flake, which was typical of all the Inserts tested in this
-• series.

The second series of four thermal shock evaluation tests
was conducted on insertq which had a raC liner formed in situ on the ID flame

) surfa.'e. The hypereutectic substrates were of varying graphite contents,

8, 15 and 19 v/o. No surface regressicn occurred. However, a slight weight

loss was noted. These minor losses were believed to be a result of the

material loss during the sectioning of the insert from the graphite backup

and not during firing. Examinations of the thin TaC liners showed no evidence

of spalling or cracking. The coatings remained Iitegrally bonded to the hyper-

)!' eutectic substrates. No evidence of cracking was found 'r the three inserts

with the high graphite flake contents, 15 and 19 v/o graphite. The remaining

insert, Noa. 452-1, whic.% had a graphite flake conte'nt of 8 v/o, had iz slight) amount of radia" crdcking in the exit portion of the insert as thc~. in

Figure 88. The microotructure in this region was found to be of the eut.ectic

composition. The abrunce of primary graphite flakes ancounts for the poor

thermal shock resistancm of the material in this region.

4. Task Sunmmsr

The results ca the performance evaluaticm. on this series of

*ight thermal shock tests are vauarizc4 as follows;

a. The TaC coated or uncoated hypereutw:tic inserts

experienced no sigaificant material re~resqion from nicrospalling, chunking,

ejecrion of the TaC coating, or erosion.

,Page 161
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0 N

2. r

a.Exit ViSew of Insert Wbý 459-1. Sbow-In no Struactural Degradation

1. 2x (
b. 34tetiore" View of Insert in 'a HP older

I'1purs 87. Appe~rttce of "rp~eu~tactic Inport, Compouitiot 7 C/oj ~Graphitee I17aks, M ter Th~m1Shock Tistivig
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1.2X

b. Sectional View of Insert in Graphite Holder, Spec. No. 452-1

)

2,81

•) a. Eit View of Insert No. 452-1 Showing Radial Cracgs

Figure 88. Appearance of TaC-Coatod Hyper.utectic Insert,
Cmposition 8 v/o ara$hite flaxe, Showing Radial

Cracks after Therms- Shock Testing
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Rfl, CO leek 3-Themal Sbock Reslstance Rvalmatdius (coot.)

b. 2Mg wmcated hypeveutect~c !.suerto, btoth Imv carbonr

M-temto (V vi. S.a"t* fl~**) mi4 high C&u-bom cootettx (13 to 17 i/o gro;Altci

f1~), ddnot exeutestce themal stratos croPAkto.

c. !be TaC coated hypeuu-(-tfC Insaerts with,. carboni coutents

ft*M 15 to 19 T/O 6VL-*itS flake ehIbIted so therial ramkins. One coined (
5uert Cm~t*j¶185 a v/9 graphIlte flake developed radial cra&'m in a rel"ln'

ASAk was fuaw to be of -eutectic c~omp itla. ('

D. TASK 4--3IICAL COMCK8 STAKVLIAT110S

* ?M0h okojoctives of ths wjrk were to deterinlue the relat.ive

eeuroslee realsateec of the tw cawidatt wicroconpoeite and T&C-C hyper- ()
.~ Ct Compoltee: (1) in mi afVTmlrea t Gsiulating the exhaustc-gm~

dmdatzy of the =tot tests to be couducted I& & SubsequemA. task, and (2) to

akwaeeria th to cwositss in varied propellat-gas chemistries to Weine

* ~ d teaviwrommtal c~apabilities of the material i~,mte.

1. ToLtL!oe!L

Testing was acecoulishod In the hy-partherua1 4mxv-ronmeinta1

simalator O(S) Is a amer alallar to the theeuss. @hock tItea&11 pr'ivvicily )
4'-*dwscrbed. Urepsazae rates were naasvxed &t speclf4ed locatioes Inth

carbide Insert. -d in the entrance an id git sections oft ho ATJ crapIt*

beildsr. lbse ularcal U tloain are azu0n in Firu. S9. In the rockt

astor slalatlcm Wests, the specimens werv evaJusted by simuAsting the pro-

siellmut md firing comUdtIoux to be ý**4 ix tbe tu~ll-cole =car firimg..

2m so3id propollmnt similted f-u the** testa hod a f1m tempezature 0of 6SOO*O

esi 13) mol#2 cxdalgUng gases In the propellaut ezsAmwt gas, he principal F

aiual"gon sCo"Idelva CorrsIva to the carbidm& &TVe HO C2 0'02ad ORl.

PP164 )
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m.,~ Task 4-4Monscal Corrcaicu 2valusti~ono (cout.)

* *½9~ tMA4)d to also corrosiv but dos effeet of vaurlatlime In the gamess

*m.. tbe Offttct of Var~iatio"a in AOjcooteut. The corrosive effects of0
MqnIA AQ sbu'fa the mtrocompelte md TaC- hyperoutectic c~4ltes
on &scmeeW is 4efezuiws 12. A aeparsto program ucr4a APM.? spouworehlpQ

i m.stiam at Chz Squipe.: Laboratories, 7b -Remp4am ooldr-Up~, C1evelead,
Ok*, to vr4aewmly estabilsh tke somltude of the reactivity problem bebtwenQ

iti, d th~ese Cahida zoapsI tee.0

U. the euyiro~mmta1 raiq4tiilty tet*., three solid propollan!a (
wwo~ %Iw3v~M wlth kteer oxidisita poteoitials than in the first series of
testa. Mwe caSimt levwe1 were S. 18. and 24 uw1e1 witt~ flaoe temepratu~res of

65W,. @wAm 5900.7, naeap~tivel. !be third eairion of tests, comparative

uou m8?a wme bwt wim inserts of Carborunv~w~'s Grade G-90 Sraphi te.

2. 0wsaa wt
a. I-Ockat motor SIM118iftig

A comtatioa of the test comditims an eM aterlal
repte"Sio rates a" reported In Sectloa A or. Table rt. (

r". W1Wia test M'.*W4k~d W49 With the cc4pOeptios
ftN-P..%$X,)C, 'linert No. 472. Tkis test was otuVped after 20 usc due to a

b~mt~V~q V Atha Owampls ad ;raphits bulderwvIckt all~owed gases to (
SOC"*~ i&LQ the werc~e simps boldr. A poettest sawatnatiou of the
.8.91* #wd Use Stapita ho'dr rawol-d tha the W.Sber theruaJ. expanstou of (

the r4Ats ack* t. cackl*Wtui=wInsly iv ti~e
M~twt ?1i9&OS. SU^o"the plau as o lo thrwo-.f the cakand

daMi the Stanua&1*s'tes seepie holder. This ptobemi uto alleviated by 4
ýwdte a silver ioftluatcu4 tw~z-** tabs a. shown in ft&ure .'7. The ctirtd*-

,j~ ~ 1rrt pq ifte Laeo viet p=00~-fitr~d itaw the twwgatea tVh. The %w.e of the C

W-4
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MOfl 5, Toot 4-mcamical emrosicmt Ivalvat~ova (conat.)

ANNOMwithea btoer UP62es of elasticity allows the tube to partly

m~tiu~ th tho i swth of the graphite bolder, thus pro etiag the

* Is the am so, tests with compositions 8au-Melf-30C

-Wo-MM-37C (insets No. 471 wod go. 473. respectively, probleum were

mmtsseIn O~ffrtai the 13 mo-i2 oxidant le"I itU the plasma psi. Partial

.p*qgIa of doe omym Inlets to thi* mix chamer bad occurred with Inusert 0
ft. M7 md dou Jxa~ts bec~am completely pIn"ggd with Insert No. 473. This

bsppiy wry' as14s sand threfore, wa not detected vmtil after the test with

UWert No. 47) wboa 1.. -pVsuv&. decay was noted in tho oxygen !In*.

In the fova n test ,-W crnp'ition STe-4f3,

IMuet 3.. 4Uo1 &U1 of the test COMditions Ware 4hediid. The regression rate

of 6he C*SM Lzapat was O.SO oils/seoc Th.k graphite in the ezilt region of

ft* townt, Iinwmte 3 amd 4, bad regreseens" rates of 0.82 and 0.78 mil*lsev,
iespbecwiay, *Vz* varn spuidutely the sae rate as the ma-bids insert. C

Tae ~Ivapto e csftJ Lo the eaatmm aectiou of the insert, locatics 1, had a

*1~bly L-qu roogreeetor rate (0.67 ve-a/eec). The iivaert weight lose Was
f75 or the W-,=Ies test. A penottvat oet'~zwtvucturai examloation showed th~t I

th Le ner 4sveIopod ft*e sain ty"ý of wesaic cro.ekLg previv.%aly ft-Imow fo

thi ow~msltm fA the section on thermal ahock tests. Nicrostructural U t
* eu*utiaet~'sed a this cxide filmanc tbe flow susrface. S*o t~his f 11.5

d"hi lay'ti (tOýi)50 in. thick) of awcmocaxt-Ide. Jelov tWi *one, th~ei
wsa gradua I-voitIon over a di.itaice of 0.100) in. to the chaeracteristic

MAmntrctore lauata1ta the prectiv~tej allay $ptae. <)
Th~e lent of the tests at the nicremcopoelte com~itionsU ~at ~~es te± ~ -3T Irluert no. -474. This test vas ter-dse

Aij tter 23 ow-4 4~i to awabeeUi of a tub cmod to duct tU ewevat Comas into

a usfut er *CVber. Icifver, A& test csandJtxmi sad dote verr- not je~par'd~ev (

*Pla1t 1g 4
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S0 111, D, Task /--Qsmical Corrosion £vlaltitons (cont.)

The 5!gessioa rate of the carbide insert was L08 dls/sac, slightly higher

than prevtowly obtained for the conmoeiticm 8TM-S1if-33C. Iert No. 481.

The graphite in the exit sectior had reStession rates of 1.04 and 0.8 mails/see,
j•"• •wh•h are al~o highkr than that obtained with Inslert No. 481.

) rPittest exam nattons showed &e : ý4e type of radial

c £•¢.rai which vas observed for this composition in the therml shock tests,
I )Licroatructural examinat-Ion showed a slightt oxide film ou the flame surface.

Toe charactaristic metal allay phase existed &: all depthr from the fLa.e
su.rface.

Using the saw gas omposittcn. a for the previovs

nicrocomposite tests, the TaC coated (approximately 0.010 In. .hick) TUC-C

hypreutectic compositions were eval•ated. The backup materis.Wl uer.- 11, 13,

17 "ud 19io taphite flake. Throat measurements fron rIi egressicm

rates were calculat-d were not obtained fo- tte one c~omposition 17, v,'o

! I - graphite, insert No. 51-2, because the graphite holder and samole were

shsttered in zhe process oi being pressed frca the tungsten saile holder.

The regregaionm rates for the other three were 1.73, 1.75, aiid 1.93 ailsskec

for the carbide insertp. No cor.elat~ o with resptct zowecyogito•cm cmild

6 ae established for the hypereutectle ovpoeitloas. indicatioru- were that

) } the thin TaC coati•ag were rmevti in 5 to 10 sec, leavio.g the hvpereutertic

i substrate exposed. the regression patterns wtre not un'iform sd all t.r~e

7 " of the inserts w4*ervwnt high materi.xl lasses, raging fram 34i.6 to 56.1 wtZ,]! for the 6 0-oec test duration.

ii&- xe 90 sho-A the appearance after testing of the

uc nszicsit 19 -v,'o jrW.te, larple No. 458-1, which had a zgrrssion rate

of l.is juls.reC u.-'4 ha4 thii highest wsteria los•,, 5.5 vtl. More uni!l's1 • natelri regtression mth coosltfoo 13 v/. gravhite,

Ki)
! .. •a;e'a• i69

|---.-I.--
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111, 0), Teak 4-Osmcal Corrosion Eva~matiams (Ohit.)

tmert No.,533 which hda regression rate of 1.93 oila/sec and a 'wmigbt

_os ~ .oft3f6.6. The appearance of 4. insert after ts&a.!m&is ebm in

The AUJ grapute plqV behl-d the carbide inextrs

exqw-rim~ced siguificantly kigher regras~ia- rates than t1he cambid* inserts.

!--ow rwimesicio raes at locatitu 3 and 4 varied from 2.4.2 and 3.82 vdle /eee

sad~ axe cooriden~ly bigher than antcipated based wpcs the results of the

from 0.6 to 0.77 mile/eec, wbich is rcmarable to the rogroesion rate oba:ýinad

With miczocoasits Insert go. 441.

The =-yWretive results of tb,' rocket notor similation

rutsan bth ta icrocamosits and the T&C-C bypsetmtectic coep,-sitas ar"

I smarizad a clm

(1) The tm icroc~site compositiam ceiibitod

saprom1~ataly eqp.al material rogreevias reame vith th* recorded difference

&14 to 'AltIhcy dJif~erWAt test WaO COUPOSitIOa as iV -.'t# by 'iýe graphite

entrmt* m exit mrt.esoiom ratas.

(2) The fo-4r t.C limed T*C-C ~,~compoites

haid zl±)*r regressiom rat'.. *a corralatiom bm.vsef tbre rate at unttcriel

ragrowsi ad hypevavr.tmCc mrasoit~aa was abtsiae4.

(3) Mwe TmC-C hwpereutectic tampit~es had malterial

rag-.s*to% rates M~ to UM0 %,Igher tba -Se rates obtain*4 fot the tuo Wicr,:-

c~m--mlte ";mqmtiam. Ibis differmeos c-m b4 ottrlbu~teA to the foumetion

!l th. kAi.. ::alttaq midde FUMV om the flaw~ surface of t-he aicrocompe"Itv

ix c~amisc..oa to Ta%20 fotu~atio cc the hyppmutectth.

~; i)rag* 171
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a. t ViuL- of Insert N4o. 458-3 Regression kate 1.93 rni1s/sec,
wt., Loss 36.6Z

1. 21x

b . Sectional view of Inoert ir. Gr ohif:. HiolJAer

Figure 91. &ppestance ('f TaC ,,.at-d :Iy re ctic Insert,

Lompobitiof 1, -,,' Gra,.-hite Flake, Ai~ar PAocker M1otor (
Simulation Te!r (Ponell. LV 13 Mole 7. Lxidarasl
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III, D, Task 4-,-Chemical Corrosion Evaluations (,.onz.)

(4) A comparison of the regression data obtained from

the thermal shock tests and the rocket motor simulation tests clearly estab-

liahes that the mechanism of material regr-sison for both composite carbide

systems is caemical corrosion.

b. Environmental Capabilities
/

In this series of tests (Table XX), the microcomposite

composition OTa-54Hf-38C and the TaC lined TaC-C hypeieutectic compositions,
17 and 16 v/o graphite, were evalu- ted with simulated solid propellant
exhausts having oxidant levels of 8, 18, and 24 mole%. The more oxidation

resistant microcomposite composition was tested at oxidant levels of 18 and

24 mole%. The hypereutectiL composites, because of poorer oxication resis-

I :ance, were •est-3d at or±dant leveis of 8 and 18 mole%.

Microcomposite Insert No. 475, which was tested at

1i mole% oxidants, had a regression rate of 1.58 mils/se2, and a weight loss

o-,o. 53.1Z7 Insert No. 475, which was tested at 24 mole% oxidants, had a
Sslightly lowe.r regression rat,..42 mils/see, but as expected, ahge

asrateted a higher
f•• •eh o~ f6.% h.ia owrtaepcederssortefor this

insert is believed to be a result ,of tfe nonunif-Lm rg-essiz:n that occurred
in t rpecimei, in addition to the ,a *-",.at meastrements were. taken at cnc

specifti d location.

At the lcwr 8% oxidant level, the hypereutectic

"Insert No. 469-1 exhibited a regression rate of 1.1 nilslsec and 9 weight

loss of 20.6%. Higure 92 shows the Pnpearance oi this insert after testing.

The second insert, 4o. 465-2, which -;as avaluated at the 18% oxid2nt level,

had a regression rate of J.90 mils/sec and a weight loss of 82.7%. Thi.s

excessive amount of material regressio•a can be s.en from the vppearance of

)Page 173
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C) III, D, Task 4-Chemical Corrosion Evaluation (cont.)

{7 the insert shown in Figure 93. The ATJ graphite behind these inserts corroded

at higher regression rates in a menner similar to that e:-.perienced in the

previous series of rocket votor simulation cests. In the 182 oxidant test,

() the graphite in the entranc.e sec;v~or, experienced g regression rate higher

than the insert.

c. Comparative Tests

The comparative tests (Table XX) on Grade G-90 graphite

were run at oxidant contents of 13, 18 and 24 mole%. Figure 94 shows a plot

of the graphite regression rates taken at location 2 as a function of ptopel-

lant oxidant content. Regression measurements at this location perr-It a

valid comparison between the regression rates of graphite and the carbides.

The regression rates increased rapidly from 0.98 mils/sec at an ox.dant

content of 13%, to 2.0 mils/sec at a content of 18%, and finally to 3.•03 mils/sec

at an oxidant content of 24%.

Figure 95 show.s a similar correlation for ail of the

microcomposite tests at the three oxidant levels of 13, 18, and 241. The

regression rates and weight of material loss are strictly a function of the

oxidant content of the propellart.

The same type of correlation is shown for the TaC-C

S) •" hypereutectic compositea in Figure 96. Vowevsr, higher ragression rates and

bihetr materfal losses at the samp oxidant levels wrre experienced by '.hese

co•posites in comparison to the results from the ,ii:rocompozite tesfts.

•-ii Figure 97 shows a very significant comparison of the

regression rates obtained for all the tests on the aicrocpLice, hyper-

eutectic, and graphite inserts under the various simulatod proptillant exhausts,

Pago 175
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b. Sectional View of Insert cra Graphite Holder

• •. ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 OXi4• i-!

\..

a. Rzit Vim of Insert 465-16, Rsro•sio Rate of 1.90 mile/seac ,)
wt. Lose 82.72

Figure 93. Appearance of T&C Coated Hypoveautectic TInsrt,
Ccupositio. 17 vie Graphite Flake, After Corrosion
Test (Propelant 1.3 ole 2 Oxidants)
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• Prope,11nt Oxidan! Contr.t, 9o01 %

) Figure 94. Effect of Oxidant Coatant in.n Solid Propelianta on
the Material Regreesion of Grade G-90 Graphite
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4A " e Wt- 80 (ii)
P.egressio Loss

a Compouition 8T&-S5Lf-3T

L 0 Coposition STa-54Bf-38C 7 0

3.0 - 60

5 0
*14a

40 /
3.0 j~a 4 4

*A

Ito 20

00
0F /0 !

V C)

Prouel•nt Oxidasnt ci.c t, Nolt-

1Ipre 95. Effec of Oxidant Content in Solid Propollsac on
tho Xattrt* LegT.LIU of i~crosco~ic Tart
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04* 70 •"•

0o I60

2 .0 30

i.4

g 1

0 5 it 242k

Propellant Oitdant Contents Mole %

! ) figure 96. Fffect n! Oxidant Content in Solid Proellontsa on
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III, D, Task 4--ieuical Corro•ion Evaluation (cont.)

As showa in Figure 97, the TaC-C hypereutectic compoites had the highest

regression rates of the three materials. The aicrocomposite had the lowest

material removal rates. The low regression rates of the microcomosito

becme, quite significant with the higbly corrosive propellants containing

18 and 24 mole% oxidants.

3. Task Saumar

The conclusioms derived fr; propellant corrooion zests on

the acrocamposites, the TaC-C hyper,-utectic carbides, and the Grade G-90

graphite can bv sumarixed an follawr-

a, •hemJcal Corrobion Resistance

(I) The principal mechanias tesponsible E-3r material

regresiion int he •io carbide co-pzvft,-s was chemical corrosion cau-,ed by

oxida~r• nt 1. so.ld propellont exbaus-!s.

(2) 1te aicrocomposite carbide exhibited rtgression

rates signific:antly over than the rpttv 4-taned from the TaC-lined T#C-C

hypereutectic ecaposit-s and the 'reae 9-0C graphite, part!ulri; for Pr*el-

lants vith oxidant uon'cents o1 18 and 24 =1tZ.

b. •'rL-,llant Selvct~o-, Cricer.ia

0() For aipird) material reýression in a rock,,t neo:le,

the TaC-C hypmieuteete comkposite should be used with prvpcllnts :ontaintnK
L ! )v, total vx$.iants in the exhaast Swoes. A rtc•w•.rded maxIam 1.hw- would

be 13 molaX.
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III, E, Task 5--Demonstration Firing Tests (cont.)

c. The carbide insert had to be of a proper design symmetry

to reduce rther-al shock cracking rcr cracking due to notch sensitive areas.

d. The throat insert had to be reliably retained to prevent

the ejection of segments should cracking occur.

Three throat insert designs were used in the program, one

microcompoeite and two TaC-C hypereutectic. The basic design of the nozzle

is shown in Figure 98. This design was based upon thermal and stress analyses

using the properties of the microconposite, since this composite had greater

tendency for thermal stress cra•cking in the RlES thermal shock test. The

thermal stress analysis took into account component geometry, boundary coudi-

t*ons, and pressure loads as well as the thermal profile and material

p3rpoirties. A finite element computer progrnm was utilized which has the

rapability for solutions in the plastic range. The plastic sclution is

required particularly for high modulus materials such as the carbides as

elastic solutions indicate thermal stress failures when none occur. Te per-

form the plastic solution, the stress-strain relationship as a function of

temperature as well as the coefficient of thermal expansion and Poisson's

ratic are required. The analysis performed used the temperature profile

selected at a duration where the highest temperature gradient was predicted.

The design included a 0.016-in.-thick copper spacer positioned

circumferentially between the carbide insert and the graphite backup, as shown

in Figure 98, to redtuce the stresses in the graphite backup. hle concept being

th-at, as the insert expands during the firiag, the copper softens and extrudes

thus minimizing the strain induced in the graphite backup. The use of tapered

mating surfaces between the carbide and the graphite backup provides retention

of the insert, maintains a gas seal, and allows the insert to shift aft as the

copper extrudes. In turu, the tapered surface between the graphite insert

exit cone and the aft insulation assures retention of the graphite.
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iII, Z, Task 5--Demonstration Firing Te.ts (cont.)

The use of a two-piece, threaded forward and aft insulator

provided ease of aseembly of the carbide insert and the two graphite components.

Tightening of the forward insulation assured a positive contact between the

tapered mating components. All mating surfaces between the tapered graphite

and carbon-phenolic componente and between the steel nozzle shell and the

insulators were bonded with Epon 913 to provide a gas seal. In addition,

"Pyrofoil" easkets, produced by Carbon Products Division of Uttion Carbide Corp.,

were positioned between the graphite entrance cap and the insert exit COLle to

further ensure a gas-tight joint. The graphite used for the entrance cap and

the insert exit cone was Carborundum's Grade G-90 graphite, which is an

extruded, high density, premium missile grade graphite. 'Me material used for

the tape-wrapped forward and aft insulators was carbon-phenolic MX-4926 produced

by Fiberite.

2. Throat Insert Fabrication

a. Microcomposite Insert&

The fabrication of the microcompositp nozzle in:ert from

the 8Ta-554f-37C composition was accomplished by hot-pressing, using the

parameters previously established during the development phase for this cot:po-

site system. One trial insert was initially fabricated to establish a pro,:ess

whereby the insert could be hot-pressed to the approximate dimensions required

by the insert design shown in Figure 99. During hot-pressing of this insert,

a mixture of lampblack and graphite chipg was used as a core nateria] in the

center of the insert to providc a hollow cvlindrical compact. This insert

cracked radially at four positions approximately 90 degrees apart. An analysis

of the failure indicated that the carbon powder in the core densified during

! hot-pressing nd restricted the shrinkage ,f the carbide insert during cooldown.
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III, E, Task 5--Demonstration Firing Tests (cont.)

Ffne powdered lampblack was used for the core material

while pressin, the first nozzle insert. This same powder had been used

successfully in hot-pressing TaC composites with ID cavities. Prescure was

relieved very slowly after the end of the cycle and th!e cooldown rate was

carefully controlled. The mold was sectioned for easy removal from the insert

to eliminate any possibility of cracking the insert during mold removal. This

insert was much improved but had two radial cracks approximately 80 degrees

apart. The cracks initiated in the OD and propagated to the core.

For the fabrication of the second nozzle Insert, a thin

graphite tube was used in lieu of the powder to form the ID. The upper ard

lower rams were slip-fitted to the tube to allow compaction to occur during

hot pressing. During cooldown, the carbide insert collapsed the tube and

prevented the insert from cracking. An insert, 4.2-in. OD by 2.0-in. ID by

3.0-in. ... ng, was successfully bot-pressed using this technique. lowever,

during machining to remove the graphite ID mandrel, the insect rracked longi-

tudinally. The failure was probably due to the existence of microcracks or

high residual stresses during cooldown. Microstructural cxaminations showed

that the metal alloy phase was coarser, Figure 100, than the typical, finely

divided acicular structure characteristic of the microcomposites made in

smaller sizes.

Two flexural specimens were machined from the inrert and

tested at ambient temperature. The flexural strengths of 80,080 psi and

75,020 psi were significantly higher than the typical values of 50,000 psi

previously obtained for this composition. This high strength and density of

12.7 gm/cm3 , whl.ch is in the characteristic density range of 12.6 to 12.7 gm/cm3

for this composite, confirmed that the quality of the microcomposite had not

deteriorated because of scale-up. However, because of the success of the faC-C

hypereutectic nozzle inserts discussed in the next section, further work to

prevent cracking of the microcomposite inserts during handling was discontinued.
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III, E, Task 5--Demonstration Firing Testb (cont.)

b. TaC-C Hypereutectic Inserts

The diffusion-formed TaC liner previously discussed for

the TaG-C hypereutectic substrate was not incorporated into the insert design

because of a reduction in the anticipated propellant flame temperature (6800

to 6500*F). The heat transfer analysis conducted on the nozzle w#ith the

6500*F flame temperature indicated that the surface temperature would not

exceed 5800*F, well below the 6230'F melt temperature of the TaC-C hyper-

eutectic. Two designs were used for the throat inserts, a segmented design

and a single-piece design.

(1) Segmented Throat Insert Design

Because of difficulties encountered during the

melting of the large compacts required for a single-piece throat, the first

throat insert was fabricated In two segments as shown in Figure 101. The

segment used for the entrance section was 1-in. long while the segment con-

tainiiLg the throat was 1.7-in, long. A composition near the eutectic was

selected to provide the best resistance to regression. The appearance of the

segmented insert after machining is shown in Figure 102.

(2) Single Throat Insert Design

The second throat was fabricated from a single

segment a shown in Figure 101. In this design, the length of the insert was

ehortened and the aigle of the taper at the OD was reduced to provide a more

uniform wall thickness iL c-mparison to the segmented throat iniert. As thr

chamber pressure obtained during the firing of thc 6egmented throat insert

was higher then desired, the throat diameter for the single segment design was

increaied from 2.3W0 in. to 2.370 in. A 9 Oio gtaphite flake composition '.as

Page IV1
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select*4 for thia inisert on the b"ýis DI itz excelleut oiverall performance I..

the US~ subroc-ae rhermksj shock and corrc toii terts. Th'le appearance of the

ins irt Af ter uachiaivig ibs hown ip figuresi 1.03 and .104.

3. Mtotor Test FfriiaE

The two Tar.-C hyperi.tiectic noz*.e' ýhroat inserts were

a~ssenbled into nozzloea and test fired at the Air Force F.ýcket PropulzIo

Leborato,:y. Edwards, California, using the 36-1.n. cnar mo)tor. Meaaureve-ents

of chamber mossures, thrust, and thermocouple re.eat.~ts were recordee for- the

duration of each test. The significant tesit ccnaditions for both flri~ngs are

contained in Table XXT. A brief smwary of 'caci liri~ng is nrerentspd below.

a. Segmented Th.oat lyise-:

,he c-1w!er preasure vs firing duration I~s shown in

Fipre 105. The c~bv preupre oit igrition rose fro-m 8.J8 psi to a maximum

of 81~4 psi aL er 16 tsec. Frow 16 tnýo 38.16 %ým±1 fragments were observed

iobe rau4Qsl;' ejectrin frot the riceile. 'his occurrence wias conflIrmed 1,y

£ ~the limae: decay in &c,%uber pressuri to 665 psi at 381.16 sec at whi.ch tim~e a

iasrga nwubter of tragmeenz were~ co~seoved- An inacat~taneou~s rist in the thru~st
*trace coafirowd the eje4:tion of a v~uc~uvtl member -<• the nor'!1e. The Maxii-.im,

thrust obtained on the avotor w~ag 58!ý6 lb at 15.8 sec. Tie dite o'lr,4ned fr-,rn

the chrmel-laml vi.encurle wert errontous and ther-rfo're c~uwId not U,

b. 5-Cnge Itro-A14 -'~z-

The firInS perforv.anc~e cif this nz:ýrz~lp .%ýseiv fe csiowd

tcairteice1 pr~d1ctiarw. k-. ihoim Ir. Flk%.aLre, the chasibrt -ress>:,re d ý-easw'

sli~kit-ly irms 750 to 71.1 psi over the -43--eec fl~rit~jg durati-.1-. A ma4--w- tt-.ut-t

Of 5514 lb at 5.9 sac vas recorded.
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III, E, Task 5--Deaonstration of Firing Teats (cont.)

A continuous readout was otbtaired frca the chromel-

6 alumel thermocunrle located 1 in. below tht flame surfae of the throat. A

correlation of these data with the theoretical anal;jis is discussed in the

following section.

4. Postfire Analyses

a. Sexmenttd Thro.t Insert

The postfIre ax~wimaticon of the nozzle revealed that the

throat segment (No. 2) had b.een ejected and the graphite exit cone heavily

eroded.

The appearance of the nozzle as viewed from the e-it

cone is shown in F13ure 106. Severe grmvhite regression was noted in the

reg•on where the t-hroat segmeat ha& baen ejected and In the 2uit cone. The

G-90 Srsphite ý*ntranct c4p Cei-a ealed num'rous radial cooling cracks as shown

in Figure 107, Ths eiatr-nce sat'gent of the throat (No. I insert) was removed

intact aLd saowed, minimal structural degradstion. Figure 108 shows the excel-

lent appearance of the insert a& viewed from bott! sub-faces. Fot-r equally

spaced cooli•g tracka running longitudinally developel around the circumference.

The occurrence of these cracks on cooldo.1 n was estatlioheO by the sharp Aud

noneroded edges aloag the crock paths at the flame gu-f;ce.

The regressioo profile of the nozxet components is shorwn

in Figure 109. The G-90 graphite entrance cap underwent a significantly higher

material regreission ranging from 0.09 to 0.i9 in. in ccoparison to the TaC-C

hypereutectic entrance eugment which had a total reiressi- of 0.025 in.

around Re,' of the circumference. The rea2ining 201 oi the circuleretce under-

went unresn and higher removal rates. ranging from 0.1 to 0.17% in. This

\ .'rr•'ao*da to a regres*'iion rate of 0.66 mili/sec for the &&Jar portioe o! the

P) os 197
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Figure 107. C-oot 0krn Cracking in G-90 Crar'hite
' Ent~rknce Cap of Segtmeted Thrc't xNtzzle
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'L, E, Ta~k 5--Demonstration of Firing Tests (cont.)

carbide insert and a ranve of 2.4 to 5.0 ails/sec for the graphite entrance

cap. The gzophite exit wone was heavily eroded because of the turbulence of

the flow after the throat segment was ejected.

The carbide entrance segment was sectioned longitudinally

at locations 120 degrees apart. Metallographic examinations supplemented by

cr!-ý 4nalayes -- A Aenuity measurements were used to evaluate the material at

theme locations. Results of these tests indicated that the major portion of

the entrance segment was near the eutectic composition in the range from 2 to

7 v/o graphite flake. The portion of the segment that experienced high

material regression had a high carbon content region of approximately 19 v/o

graphite flake.

A crý.ss-sectional view and corresponding microstructures

of the entrance segment in this high carbon content region is shown in

Figure 110. The material in Region A had a typical eutectic composition as

shown by the microatructure in Figure l1b, while the material in Region B

COntained a high ararhite flake content as shown in Figure 110c. The primary

graphits flakes in this region were abnor=mlly long as shown in Figure ll0a.

Some microcracking was obeerved along the planes of the flakes. The flame

surface in this high carbon region appeared to have been eroded by small

fragments being cleaved along the planes of the large graphite flakes.

Since none of the material from the ejected throat

seement was found, the mode of failure of thits component had to be postulated

based upon what information could be obrtaned from. the other components. As

t,* dasigp of the nozzle was based upon the carbide insert being under a

compressive load all during tha firing, excessive or uneven material loss in

the throat region such as experienced in the entrance segment could have

resulted in buckling and ejection of the throat segment. The throat segment

was more susceptible to this type of failure because it was thinner than the

entrance seement.
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Figure 112. Exit Section View of Nozzle with TaC-C

Single Throat Insert
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III, E, Task 5--Demonstration of Firing Tests (cont.) j
). Th eFgure 117 shows the regression prcfile of the nozzle

components. The G-90 graphite in the #ntrance cap end exit cone experlitaced

high material regression in comparison to the throat insert. The regression

j rates for the graphite components varied from 1.5 to 4.' ails/e#c, while the

cgrbide insert had a regression rate which varied from '.06 mils/c at the

throat to a maximm of 1.6 ulls/sec at the ev.it end of the insert This low

rate makes this cfmposite material very aczeptablr for tne ball'stic require-

"sents of nearly all high-performanc6 solid propellant wotors.

01
The regression rate in the throat was silghtly lower

than the rates, 1.73 ,.o 1.93 ailh/set, obtained in the HES rocket motor

situlation tests for the same propellant oxidant content. This variance in

regre'wion rates is unioubtedly due to differences in boundary layer condi-

tto, and the diffusion rates of corrosive gas species across the boundary

S ) layer. The presence of al-zminua oxide in the propellant exhaust did not

appoir to increase the regression rate in comparison to thb HIES tests which

contttioed no aluainum oxide in the gas stream.

The carbide insert was sectioned longitudinally at

locations 120 degrees &part. At each location, the #t'tire cross-section of

the throat yes examined metallographically, and denstty and carbon content

Z) •aasureents were made. Kicrostructure examtinations showed a uniform distri-

butiton of graphite ilakes as shown by a typical microstructure in figzre lisa.

•:Z) Cracks were aljo observed to tormT- ate upon striking a graphite flake as shown

in Figure 118b.

A imua:y of the results of carbon analyses and density

m-asurennta to establish compcsitions at the three circustercntial locatio.as

Li is shoun on the following page.
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A. mictoem""CeU~

(1) C(dtkcl co.t'ol of the Aa~imerity~ levels of the

Ststttq pV~kC*WW Mpieqwd to 40%,llop t~if optimam metal-al Icy precipitated

goss sumo detrLucuWa i~s'~iy was oaten \Aieh tJinhibted d~iffusion :,

ft*NN inta ± to W ge.ttl1a IaStItI&C. j, toLal ownian ccutont of "DO ppis ox lasss

(2,; ioccestul fabriv- -as of adicrorxowite structures

L¶t SVB"y qPOSM~t UVOI the 000"01l Of tht lw~t 7*S& ParAMIAT.S; teaperature.

"sem$* t~ms Vt. tmnpwrm~two ed Ceolta raet*.

3)Of tbe airooepo.1rm tested. the BT&-5511f--17C

m T*-46f-)3C offer thb best potestis.l for uoavle insert applications.

(4) ILrelleeit resistanice to crack Irroj4%eiou t o bend

test. Ot 41004ted we schisweI Vith the can-osItion ST*-5.5M-3?C-

h. ?.C-C Orpermesict Ic

(1) Th ability of k'be fuslet ned drop castt4i protes-j

to Wit MA CI IiW-C billotsup~ to A-7 is~. in dimmter, he. tow de"ustrateZ.

(1) 5r~bm~d wgalms of slastic tty a saibletn

gto ea tw Aaps&mt upm cArbine coareat. ComepI ticni c.'ntsian g low(j
j~wbMg (S t 9 pgreoto flake) ba bISA etresq~tt (14,000 to 18.000 P s )
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U., A. Conclusions (COAnt.)

wtile cowposit1.ong vttb high carbon contents (20 v/r graphite flake) WWI1

l.ow strength$ (2000 psi). The uoodulus of A'asticity was founid to 6ocrer#e

uival~rly with carboa contena.. Speciinas with 9 -o 10 v~o graphite flake
6

had wa.dull of 30 x 10 psi. At high evntents, 19 v/o graph~te. the. modulus

valuaes decre~ased to 13 x 106 pai.

(3) Elevated twoperstiure flewr. strengths for a given

couposition could be car-relatel with the morphology of the graFkiitc flakes.

Flak.. chat are thin, short in length, "ta evenly diepersed result in higher

~strtagth.

(4) Thermal expauiot chlaracteristics of the hypereutectlic

comupositio.ae c3.oso'iy followed the expansion behavior for tawtalum twnoc.arbide.

a. Thermal FSkock Resiarancz

(1) The TOC-C hypere7,xtectic composites from eutectic

rý hi&j. c~a-bcq, crAxposl'tior had ex~eellett thstui1 shock resistance In b~oth

U45 :tn soltd propella~t wmo-or firing tests.

(2) -Pari.1 stress crackinS occu~rred in both micro-

#.-*apc~ire tnemositione dur114g US test*. Cracki%~ wee iseseeevere for .he

nls,.554f.-ý7 comostt~on tk#An the #tTa-5W~-3Ccu'Wji

'6 Cbewic~al Coroim lea istance

(11) The principal inoe.aniss fent~e or material

r~gressuie of both ;&-zd c~ompoes w~asce~~ cari *ion cauaad by

I ?Age 117
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rif( A,, .onclutwowa (coat.)

(2) fte overall lowi regression r.-ite and excellent=

stzutwa). lftepuy of the Tal,-C bypereutectic compsite in the solid- )
* ~propeLLMn moter fIrIngs established that this composite had excellent

poteutial for asorly all high perf ormance motor applications.-

(3) M~aterial regression of the TaC-C composites in

'1 motor firings v.ij acteseive In regions of high carbon content.* The material

removed appeared to be erodft' by small f ragmmte't biing cleaved along the

plaesm of the large graphite f lakes.. Coupovititors nexi: the eutectic provided

the bost resistance to material raugresaion.

(4) Regrbasion rates obtained on the microcouposite

carbIA, during US tects were significantly lover than the ratesa obtained

froa the TaC-Iined TaC-C hypereutectic composites and Grade G-90 graphite.

K3. PropellantSol-action Criteria

~ ~Ia. T&C-C hypereutectic composit'A should be used with
V.:; ropellaunts containing low total oxidants i~n the exhava t gases for minimal

mateti~al regression. A recowinaend maximum level would be 13 mol 2.

bo The micocompauite has excellant resistance to corrosion~

licas beused with solid 15ropelloote containing hgcotnsof oxidants in _

1; bcouldse usdf it the f'mtou of tan wde uf~ nt he fla surface . Thisrespsionwul e

71a 1. C

41"~
- '- -. * - -.---- - - -
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DO IV, A, Conclusions (cont.)

4 4. Carbide Nozzle Design Criteria

a. It desiguing carbide nozzles, provisions should be

made for the high thermal expansion of carbide Leerts; uniform symmetry of

the throat itesert must be maintained. Sufficient wall thickness aust be

provided to withstand high compression loading as material regreosien occurs,

and the throat insert must be under compressive loadin~g during entire

duration of firing.

B. OSCOIODATIONS

1. Frocess Rafinemnt

a. Microcompoeite0
(1) A reduction in grain size would be hiShly

"desirable to Increase sachauicail properties and hence thermal shock resistube.

(2) An investigation of lower cost etexrtig materials

-• for producing the microcosposite is warranted.

(3) Further investigation is needed to refine the
hot-prens techtdque to etable the reliable fabric&ion of large nozzle

) components.

(4) Anasaling, strias relievi-g a&d alloying of the

metal phase are muethc which *houid ba investigated for additional improve-

) cets In ambient and ovaivtt tea'arature properties.

Pase 219
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vs 3 Isomm~b.n (coot.)

b.C- To Spereutectic

~ e gy ( An Ata q'Wruv t in cas ting tochniques is recoindAad

196s~lafe mdmlyoccurr~n defects in cast billets. T'%. typical typeC

of A~nt hw Isbilet. erare ionls of porosity, "cold 6buat" and

i*ItU~bety. Than*e types of deficts became moi pronounced in larger

(2) Stasdards of qui.Iity v~et be established for tbhv (
Classe of material. ut1ilaig IMT &M other quality control techniques.

2. jVaterIal Refinewats

a* TaC-C Byperaiuttetic

(1) The CO~trol Of paiD vize an the relatIonship(I

of pain Otu* with oru'gftf aOW the offeact of coolls# rate torn the meIt ca

p~ai elan and In~ tvwz,, stremgth, OboU2d be Invaetigsetd.0

(2) 1eWA-Vte of this program bavG shown that the

srpboliyW of the grapbIte flat* "a U varied sad ralatood to ~etT th MWnd

possibly tknnml #bck riiv.Furtber ezpxclnumtatiou to wmAed to -

bette 4Um Ole ~ relatloeship and ;rovide a vaterial, vith Qptinised

Propegt~tle baesd up"n minie~rowtrucrs.

(3) The netpinoalo itamwihil

iupwwv, resistance to 4euaical atteAc 10 zvjv xhutie C

a~paus ptoodaleg as em of tur~ther raducing the rogressianm rated of
tOs hypereateetic ccspoeitt Crr hi~kly exLidial" .telil pr.V*lIArzte.

)'ag. 220 0
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( aport AF&IL-TR46-l43, App-a.dl

I. C~EIC~ 1 ANLYSIS

C A I= *Mdel .198 combustion analyzsr "as used to dtetrmine free and

total carbon. Free .iarbkn analyse were determined by dissolvbq, the sample

t_ a tdxturt of bydrofluoric and nltric ,ceii. The r•aining carlmn was

( I "'iltm'ed and determined by cabustion arialysee involving absorption of the

carbm-diouide pa Is MOS. Tho gas anal'ysis for the total carwbm wau s

( detenrdned ft a LACO couductivity cell.

Spectmaft were on-ted IA a cou•ucitve uimiture of copier-coated lucite

powder adin diallyphlhalats. The wtaLlogwaphic preparation of the carbide

_ specimen was accpJIlahd by successive *tages of grinding with silicon

) carbide papers ra=41ng In grit wise froa 120 to 600. Final oolishing was

&ccomlVshed usair uicroclatt vith ULnde 3 ,lamna (0.05 micron) in a 52

_ ) chzom!c acid soluction. The sexpla iper electro-etched using a 102 solution

of oxalic acid. A dip-etca me up 4if * 102 solution of 62W i03, 21 Cl,

and 21 H1 was �s,,d to clean the surface of the specimen to emhance phase
-- contrast.

The specfAsia were maicrustructuaelly ermined with a Zeiss Ultrephot I1

Hetzliograph.

III I. mUam'

The tzpprem 4awity was w~eaved by vaigiing specluim In air end
a'. msuspendsd in wetRr. The warent demity yea calculated froa the exprteion:

9iApparest Dftwv - We

_• )- hPage 222
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~ rn ow u ope4 qpe m the fact cbat, when an tuoli*le

~Sa~ Ia4Iemofi's a ltqdi rnIMu sem is au11 to settle freely

NOWe dAft 4W smawo dw settlin bobevtsr Is gnuae by stoabs, Lm.
40ofem1 dds %m p* mUtl of a gives @in. will settle a definte p#

4IS~MI I S ql Me4 Usetewil. fte 41same.e se~ttle will deped upon=a

~ ~ISw~e o -A umwws " of the ompowft mediam, the viscosity

I*,**~d~ wooft, the slum of the particleo amd the lslth of timeC

- whIdo PWC p toile allmed to settle.

Il Pr -,I s ea" c ists 68~ai427 of witb&iralu a 00*l1 of

MU~et" "UMe ftMi a 9IPmiaa of a solid sam lqUL4A at diefiaut istemals le
4w aw. nomow of *am uwstertu" ow sthe ealei reoresent all
W~ftl ft the ginpomiddeb h Is f1w tkas a certain Sraia ese". This

V&~v" esis my be mlmdaaei fre Stakes, Lo miwich, Impreased inthmaticclly. 0

4 ~ mvoli dumstere ca

* -esetimelt of vistosity of sninpodils mindium poises 0
k &"ditwoe tureso whi" the partid. settles in a give tim, C

t tun', oft

-9nit of peitiles, PACc 0
92 Amdeet of wapeediag meda, p/cc

s -eeeeanissof pavity, co/eec
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( •) ,R,,t Af•,L-Th-6-143, Appendix

IV, Particl6-Sie• Distributlon--Mgaason ftpet, Metbod (coat.)

( 3by drawing smplam at vrious 1ntoirvals of Use ad caluelat•i• the

psrct•entg of rw material iiz etipenon finer ttsn th grafin siae correspondisg

to 6tkso tim interas, & curve say be plotted which wIll represet the

partic.le-size dlet•lbutlou of the umterL .

For thee detmnduatioms, water was used as the suseMing sodium,

whi.ch peruittad determination of the fiaeness of powder with particlee

ruwgi frau 30 to 0.5 alcroq. The method is not practical, however, for

separations below 0.5 microns because Stokes' Law would bec-8 inoperativt as

a result of the tie required.

V. MUSWFMOM OF FV•L 2, STRCMT

J
A. 11IMEM

()
In sin~o1itn Joadin, the fls~ral strw~lth is wzpessoed by

.) €the equation:

Where

L legr)h of - peo, inches

b *width of specimen, inchas

"� d - depth of spocim, inches

N. $QUIPM*w A ND ILU

laz)ral strnsgtk (Iu.a&1u of ruturs or tramwriee bead str&WOc)

W" 004-=ad at aiemt and eleyd tmesratures by single point low/in,

() Paeg 224(I
0
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Report AFRPL-T1-68-143, Appendix

V, B, Equipment and Test Procedures (con:.a)

using a graphite test fixture shown in rigure 120. Accurate alignment is

mair,•tained within the fixture by close tolerance machining to assure normal

loading on the axial centtrline of the specimen without eccentricity, and

that the directions of lo•ids and reactioti be maintained parallel on the

specimen.

The inset phntograph in Figure 120 shows a closeup of the

specimen positioned in the load train on two 0.25-in.-dia highly polished

tu-stan carbide bearing rollers. The tip at the center of the hard carbon

(not cap'able of being granbitized) load ram contains a 1/8-in.-dia highly

polished tungsten carbide roller to assure accurate centerline loading. At

tmpeeratures above 2000"F, the carbide rollers commence to plasticelly

&±for74. Thece are then replaced vith hard carbon rollers for the higher

temperature testa. For aabient temperature testing, the distance between the

czaterlines of the two support bearing rollers was 1.500 in. and for the

high-temperatura t>'Eting, the distance was 1.700 in. A slightly shorter

flexure specimen wps machined for the room temperature testing since this

specimen was used for determining the room temperature modulus of elasticity

(d,'namically) prior to the strength tett.

A schematic view of the load train in the high temserature

flexure furnace is shown in Figure 121. The graph.te fixture containing the

specimen is heated indirertly by radiatic-n from a cylindrical, graphite

resistance heater specifically slotted to provide a high-reisstance path.

The fixture is positioned on a water-couled copper ram which traniazts the

loading during testing to the compression load cell. A bushing in the

upper lid of the furnace provides added alignment to the carbon load ram.

Page 225
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.~ V, I. Iquipmet and Test ?rivedures (comt.)

Power to supplied to the futua.e by a satturabJ*-cowce reactor-

) comtrolled 31 iw ac trameformer. Sp.:iiens towiersatmu. up to 16VOC are

masured by a pI~Lamptin lstIa-C% rtodium tho-wucoszple av4 twesperatures f rom

1650 to 2200*C a tonuprmentuptewa-261 '.hentum tlberoocoup2le is Positioned

masis the surf ace of the 2peciwmum hbov* that* tewo2eratures, a Leads azi4

Xorthrup disappeerntu filmimext optital pyromiter ij used.

Tisre 12.2 atows a v*i ou al d~ fi.a'ace wmouted an the loatron test

mecii a. For the elevated temerature "~.~9~he xp*ciin w~s beated in am

argoo ~atmophere to the required test tmwattrae and then heat-.OakeN; for

15 minutes. The load ise applied at c~oucqat v-roes-head travel rate of

0.02 in.Iwiraute. The strip chart on the owealne records load ve tm

V1. TREMAL DIFMUIVTY

A. h TJThe flash emet-d of determining theruvia1 diflu .vit-y (therumi
cooductivity) consists as.eettial-ly of the a~bearption of a vtry sbort pulse

of raditun., ammr in the frtvnt of a specimen. o'nd the recording of the

resultatit tow'eratuxe history of tbe rear surface.

In the ideal c's.e oi~ a perfectly insulated speci~men wirb a

coam~at. absorptivity arrmes ice surfoc&, unliormly irt-4iated with a puIlse

of tbarmil smara sbvrt cowa~-ed vith the time rm~uirsd for beat to flow

tSom th vae~aAL :Uiaksraetmeau*hb~ sgvnb
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0 Report AFlPL-TR-68-14J, Appendix

DVI, A, Theory (cut.)

where T (L,t) represents the instantaneoun back surface temperature rise at

) time t, T in the maximum back su:iaice temperature rise, a is thp tbarmal

diffusivity in cm i/ac, L is the sp. ,n ,hickness in cm, ar4 a represents

successive integers, At the tiJ r,11' ,ere T(L,c) - 0.5 TA Eq 1 reduces to

O- k 1.37L m 0.139L2 (Eq 2)
PCp T 1 tl/2 ý1/2

SHence, the thermal diffusivity of a material can be determined from the speci-

men thicknss and the time in seconds required for the back surface temperature

to reach one-half of its maximum value.

0The success of the method depends upon adequately meeting the

boundary ý.onditions which lead to Equation 1. Figure 123 is a dimensionlessO plot of Equation I and represents the form that the back surface temperature

history of the sample will take if these boundary conditions are satisfactorilyD met. A departure of the data from this curcve illustrates that these conditions

have not betn met and invalidates the data.

A condition vital in the use of Equatin 1 is that the front

surface of the sample msut be uniformly irradiated with a pulse of thermalJ energy in & time which is short compared to the rise time of the b~ck surface

tewpeoature. To accomplish this, a xenon flash lamp is used as the source of

that thermal pulse. The lamp used is a General Electric type 524 through

which 600 joules are discharged. Tlie pulse is essentially completed in

500 microsec while the time to one-half of the ;saximum of the rear surface

0 temperature wee for the mcst par. 50 to 300 microsec. It should be noted in

Equation 2 that, Zor a given material, the rise time of the rear surface

temperature is a function of the square of the sample thickness. A sample

thickess suffict.ant to satisfy this condition of a short pulse duration

Fege 230
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VI, A, Theory (cont.)

Pol should be tls'4d, However, f or a given awun~t of input energy,, the miaxiamm

U ~temperature rise attained, T, ts an inaverse fun~ction of the thicJ--nesig nf the

saple, and to maximize the temtperature of i tradimnce, the ditetribution of

that irradiance ov the front surface of the samople is important as noted

earlier. It is a simple pro~cedure to obtaiv uniform irradiation on a small

O flat surface from a flash lamp, but it. is a bounidary condition which mustI
nevartheless bia satisfied, otbervize the ahape shown in Figure I nay beC) distorted. The 2--in.-dia helical. Iamp is~ plated wuithout optics only r, few

centimeters from the sample.

The other boundary cianditiou imposed cc Equation Iis that the

specimen be perfectly insulated. The degree to which thlbiu ri~at~isfied

~ ) within the t-Ime limits of interest is indicated by the decay rate of the

back surface temperature after the mahiisaja 7 min attained. Secause of

~ ) these factors, the ample holdar ahould be designed so as to minimize all
heat losses. Conductive heat loss~s are mintivied by supporting th-eD sample

on i small arias. Prcvide'd appropriate -tare im- exercised by the exqerimenter,-- conduictiovi heat losses, as well as comvective teat lossez, are regligible

becritme of the short tiaa*~ involved in the flas*4h ttcbhnirque. Radiative heat

)losats at higb t. teriatuirea caunoc be eliminated and. therefore, could

cczwtituto the ffiefataat prcblem In thoi satisfg!ctlori of this bo~xadary condition.

B, EQtiIPIWI AND TEST PWnCEM3URE

The e--'Yprimento%! apparattiti used int the-se, siaitureunts -1sL shown

stcbesatically in Figure 124. n4 a in~iction heater coil leads are fed itnto

I the vacu~m chamber and torn a coil with an inside diameter of about one
inch. The sample is held in position In the coil by a MoUmL machined f~ro=

lava and baked to a ceramic. Shialds of !.,orori nitridia yrtvent heating of the

chavibr walls by radiation ftoo the am-ple. Fused quartz ia used for the

9 Pago 1232
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-~ V1, B, Equipment and 'Test Procedures (cont..)

--• top window because the large thermal gradients close to tha hot "sples

would crack glas windows. The steady-state temperitrar. at which measuraments

are made is Indicated by thermocouple leads fastened to the edge of the

( s) a,,ie and fed out of the vacuum system. An optical pyreteote.r is used at

temperatures above which platinm/pltinum-rhodium thermocouples vii perform.

A glass lena below the sample focus•es the center pottion of the rear of the

sample on a lead sulfide cell which masures the surface temperature hlotory

over a rauge from 300 to lo0OWC. The linwarity of the lead sulfide cell is

adequate aince the trperatire cbuage of the smple from the pulse is nat

more tean a few degree. It should be noted that a knowledge of the absolute

value of detector sensitivity or the thermal inpat to the saple is not

required because only te,/ is involved in Equation 2, and this time can be

obtaineod from the cAlibrated sweep of the oscilloscope.

j - ) The detector is counected differentially through a load sclector

and balance control unit to the differectial preamp of an oscilloscope. The

uee of diffetetial detector circuitry is aecessary to aini•m•e the effects

of the extremely high maguetic field which surrounds induction heatin• coils.

A trigger delay circuit is used to fire the flash lamp after the oscilloscope

sweep has been triggered. This is necessary to hava a bass line on the print

frou which to nervure the change in the detector output voltage.

Figure 12! is a Polaroid plint of the oscilloscopic dtlay of the

) detector output for a amcrocowposite peFcimtn. Uhen the shape of the

temperature rise is compared with rigure 3.23, the agreewant indicates the

i ) houndary requirements have been satisfied by tha sa"ples ?eported here.

Since heat losses from the sanple would show up as a decay in the dete.tcr

*output after the initial rise, it is evident from this pr.nt that the thermal) •pulse travels through the sample in # ties which is extremely short coupared

vith the t#Ae requirwi for tL, sample te return by beat losses to the atqill.-

riuem temperature at %'hich the aeaureuenrt is made. Moanikor% ll~ination

of the front surface could distort; the kn¼e of the curve.Jo ~d 234
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O vI TVIZAL KINFWAUSION

The test method used for tharmal espanson measuremenet mus sofJler

) to the optical technique reported by Clommy and Loeskaup (Reference 1) bwere

distances between ref erew edg*s of a hovisontal speclmes are observed and

mneasured ao various ste&4-stata temperatures by a pair of filer ricroscopes.

Fiducial marks are ground in the specimen to provide a gags distance of

- 2.0 in. Tkw specimen Is heated by thermal raliation from a 6-in.,-loog,

hollow cylindricel-type graphite heating eleoent. The heating element

"" completely encompases the specimen and radiat'Lon shields md.nimise he-at leakage

and maintain a uniform specimen teuperature. A 1 nsig helium gas atmoesphere

is maintained around the specim and heating element during all tests. The

( arrangement of the sdcroecor4s on the furnace is shown in Figure 126. The

filar microscopes sight on the edos cf the fiducial marks in the specoimn.

Room temperature measurements of the distance betveen odges of the specimen

were uade before each test and similar measurements during the test were made

() at steady-state teriwrs es ranging from 25 to 27600C. The microecopes

used provided a reading accuracy of 2 by 10-5 in. The specimm tempature

is decertda@,d vith an automatic recording optical brightness pyrometer,

- which vim the specimnm from the end of the furnace.

Data correction factors are applied to tmperature measuremts nmde

through the quartz window using the o'ptical pyroieter and to expansion

measureentrs made vith the microscope through a column of hot gas. Temperature

corrections for the ,.art- window are •terained by observinj a hot tungsten

O filament lamp for conc .... vith and vithout a quartz visdow in front of

the optical pyrometer. Optical corrections for erpansion msaaurements are

) determined from tests coducted on speim-ens both in a vacum and the general

10 peig helium test at•osphere. Expansion asurements in a vecuum are c*n-

stderod true. This letter torrection is most significant and very important

for accurate results. All of the corroci~ms described are applied to the

expanion data in a• 136 1130 compute., program wh•ch derives a "least *quart

fit" for the corrected data to the follOvt equation:

0 Page 236
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VII, Tbhrnal Expansion (cont.)

LT.- L21-C .A (T-21) + A (T-21)2
L 1 A2

a - thermal expansion

LT leaugth b.itvsen "eage at T

L length between edfue at 21"C

T temperature, C

Ali2 - cowtents

ViII. IILTIG POIST DZTW aKkI

The PIrani melting point method, described in reference 2, is used

whereby a mall sample bar with a black bcly hole in the center is heated

resistively. The tamperature of the black body to measured with an optir.I

pyromater. lncip9%nt melting is detected by observation of n chaste in

aasuivity witkin the black body bole due to the formatlou of melt in the

center of tLe specimen.

The melting point furnsce consists if cvo wvber-c..l1vfiJ coppe

electrodes encloeud in a double-jacketed vacrarm-tight h-uaing. The specin,

which is held between two tungstan platelets, is clampod directly onto the

water-cooled electrodm (Vifure 127a), A constant force, applied througk a

lever arm by walIlts (is.ible in Figure 127b in frovt of the electrodes)

ensures iood electric4l contact between spec!4wme and ela:trodr. The ther.al

expansion of the specimen is eccountce for by having one uovabli electrode.

Fig£urt 121 sboius a typiral Pirozi aelting point speciIm produced from th#

Mi-rocompCA1'e compoitions.

{..A

II
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V1I1s HaltLag Point Determination (cont.)

"70
A gravq.•y balanning system, firmly connected t, the movable electrode

on the outside of the chamber allows the apecimen to be put either under

ezIal tension or compression. The maximum axial force, which can be exerted

Is this way on the saple is +2000 g and can be controlled to within +30 g. (3)
'aie furnace can be operated either under vacuum or under inert gas of up to

,A.'./I atmospheros.

The power supply cozLdsts of a 50 kva saturable core-reacroc, step-

down travizfnraer system. The power control is effected by way of the dc- !J
supply of tLe naturabli i:eactor by mesas of a potentiometer with continuausly

variable de-speed drive. Power application rates can be varied between

20 and 1!,000 watts/sec, and are controlled by foot switches at the operator's

I The temperature of the omple is measured optically with a disappearing-

filwant type ltcopyrometer through 9 quartz window in the furnace wall.

A small hole, generally in the order of 0.6 to 1.0 mm in diameter, drilled

or pressad into the sample, serves as the relerence point fox the temperature

aeeaureents. T: Lcrop)yometere are ptrindically calibrated against standard
lgwpa. which were calibrated avd certified by the National Bureau 3f Standards,

As a further meant ýf aasuranc& if the calb ortion, the pyrometers are neri-

odicaLly checked directly agaiaet a sLkndard pyrometer, calibrated and certifted . )
by the ati•,na• Burcau of Standards.

IX- MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

A. Th•ORY

The dynamic mo~iulus of elasticity was derived donamical.v by )
the use of a corpojýte piezoalctrric resonator which k-perates oil the theoremr

Page 241
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[-• IX, A, Theory (cont.)

-- that a linear mechanical vibrator driven by a condenser-coup'ed emf behaves

! ) electrically like a simple combination of circuit elements. For a Wmltit-

component resonator, the resonnat frequency of a comsponent is given by the

following equation:

F T M MtT - M r F
IL L

I ' vwhere:

V. -Mt,,1r - mass of sample, total resonator assembly andfesonator ao nbl mnur thesmpe

respe.ztively

F 8,F t,Fr the corresponding zesonaut frequencies

-. The values for Ft and F, ave measured d:Lrectly and F is then calculated

from valuew of Ft and Fr . The ,wdulus is then calculated as a function ofJ ~ ~te'.peratJre. ~ )

2

) P specimen density

- specien length

) F "- upe:a�c n resonant frequency

B. EQUYPMENA AMD TEST PROCEDURES

The measurement system is ihown sche&Mtically in Figure 129, and

a view of the rest equipmsnt is shyn in Figure 130. The driver-sgage

cop-bination is a permanent assembly made by bonding two quartz rods togather

with beeswax. For room temperature modulus measuremente, the specimen is

bonded directly to the end of the driver rod with a thin film of betswax.

Page 242
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I 3, , Nquipmt and Test Procodures (enut.)

.1' mst rit sa aleatdd temperatures, a long sapphire rod, cut so that

it has a havass reseoance at the fundamnta1 fraquency of the driver-gage C
watt, is ~a�sered beteem the specimen and the driver. This permits the

quer•a topomemtv l.o be mintaued neuar room temperature vhile the specimen Q
at th eand of the rod is inserted into the furnace. The major experimental

dWfficulty fow hSbh-temovatura measurements is obtaining a cement *.iich

provtdes sufficIent boundia at the high temperature. Generally, Saueriesen
cent is used for joli the. specime to the sapphire rod. The temperature

Unit by tVLs technique is approximately 12000C. j
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IRocket Propulsion Laboratory
Air Force Sysem@ Command

The purpose of this prog .as was to develop two thermcal-shock-
resistant camcsite carbide systoem that could be reliably used with1C ) high-flame reaiprsture solid rocket propeJllants. Trhe..selectotd systems
Wore: (1) a aicrocompoaite consistitS of a tantalum/hafnium mono-
c~arbide and mt alusl/hafniuwa alloy, and (2) a tantalum-carbide coated,(3) tentalum carbide/graphite hypereutectic.

Febricarion pr~ocedures were developed, and ambientr &nd elevated
temperature properties vo-re characterized for both the microcomposite
and T&C/C hypereurectic eyvtttme. The composites were evaluated for
thtrsuai shock and chemical, corrosion resistance* in a hyperthermal
enviro~nmental simulator using subscale Inverts. The TaaC/C ccuaposite

4J) exhibited outstanding tbermal *back resistance, while the microcowposi~t
ahowpe4 excellent corrosion resistance.

- Scale-up of the fusion casting of the Ts^/C hy.parc.utaccic
coaposite to preduco 4.'-iv.-4dia by 3.O-in.-.Iong billieta V96

- daxonstrated. Two aolA4 propellant motor firings; uving 16500"F prop-31-
lent were conducted on no~zlsl coataining TaC/C hyrtrehatec-tic throat
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